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ABSTRACT

An Investigation Of The Relationships Between Learning Styles, lndividual
characteristics, and Mathematical strand weaknesses.

Lorin Buzay
May 2A05

_-

Leadership Application project (EDC 5S5)

_Action

Research (EDC 587) Final project

This study focuses on 1 12 mid-western middle school sixth grade students
who

exhibit one or more of the following strands: mathematical reasoning,
number sense;
estimation and computation; patterns, functions, and algebra; idata
analysis statistics;
geometry and spacial sense; or measurement. A series of 2,025
correlations were
conducted between: The Measures of Academic Achievement Test (produced
by

Northwest Evaluation Association), The Dunn, Dunn, and price Learning
Style Inventory,
and a sixteen point classroom student characteristics survey.
This yielded a total

of

144

significant values, 10- l5 within each weakness strand, indicating possible
relationships
between test scores and student preferences. Data analysis also
supported the initial

postulation of heterogeneous groupings (diverse population ability, gender, ethnicity)

within and across any given strand(s). Further results and implications
for educators, of
these findings are discussed.
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Chapter

I

Historical Background

Despite tremendous advances in educational learning theory over the past thirty
years, the public's perception of its public education system continues to deteriorate; all

of this is coupled with the reality that an increasing number of individuals and institutions
across the United States are spending an extraordinary amount of time, energy, and
resources agonizing over how help youth achieve. The Carnegie Commission on Science
and Technology found that, "there is a serious problem with the United States'

mathematics education, when 47% of our nation's seventeen year olds cannot convert 9
parts out of a 100 to a percentage" (In The National lnterest p. 3a9). In an effort to stem
the tide, Congress

(in 1994) passed the Goals 2000 Educate America Act, which

set

achievement benchmarks in grades 4, 8, and 12. Yet by the year 2000, The Educate

America Act report card clearly showed the nation's educational system had seriously
fallen short of its intended targets. With these and other continued shortcomings,
concerned citizens across the nation fervently lobbied legislators to hold the public K- 12
educational systems (K12ES) accountable. To accomplish this daunting task, legislators
concluded the best methodology was to tie Kl2ES firnding to the performance of its
students: Education Bill

#l0l-l10

-1

l5 STAT .1425

named: No Child Left Behind.

.)

Introduction

The public educational system in the United States, by its very nature, is a

perpetually evolving entity. It both rapidly, and routinely, re-morphs itself, to reflect the
wishes, wills, and sentiments of the nation. Recently, it drew upon passed legislation, the
2001 No Child Left Behind (NCLB), ffid quickly incorporated it into the Department

of

Education's Strategic Plari. This has shifted the focus of the entire system to a
predominantly evidence-based paradigm.

"Unlike medicine, agriculture, and industrial production, the field of education
operates largely on the basis of ideology and professional consensus. As such,

it

is subject to fads and is incapable of the cumulative progress that follows from the
application of the scientific method and forms systematic collections and use

of

objective information in its policy making. We will change education to make it
an evidence-based

field" (US Department of Education, 2002, p. 50).

In step, the vast majority of public schools across the nation have also shifted their focus
to accommodate the continually rising test score benchrnark.

" NCLB requires schools to meet yearly benchmarks, referred to cumulatively
adequate yearly progress or

AYP. ln simple

as a

terms, AYP requires increasing the

percentage of students within designated subgroups who are able to demonstrate

proficient levels of mastery on state exams until 100 percent proficiency is
reached. For a subgroup to make AYP, they must meet or exceed each newly
defined benchmark. This inforrnation is then reported publicly for each subgroup.

-3Schools that fail to meet AYP two years in a row are identified for school

improvement, and receive sanctions under the NCLB rules" Q.{ewbold, 2004, p.
8).

Ultimately, many school systems are left with little or no choice but to intensifu the
instructional levels for those who exhibit a propensity to fail. To implement this, some
schools systems have reluctantly decided to modifu their course offerings based on

individual benchmark perforrnance. This has lead to deep trimming, if not outright
elimination, of choice electives such: as phy-ed, technology education (shop), home
economics, music, and art, in favor of more math, reading, and writing, for those who fail

to meet the benchmarks. This implores questioning; "Is the narrowing of curricula
options for students the best method for rasing student's test scores, or are there more

viable and effestive alternatives?"

Statement of the Prohlem
As the general public continues to hold individual educators and public K- 12
institutions more and more accountable for the performallce of their students, they often
neglect to understand that students are not industrial widgets affected equally by u given
set of

inputs. lnstead, they are affected by a whole host of external issues, as pointed out

by Malsow in 1940's and the National Commisson on Children 1991 Sec 1320b-9:

Maslow contended that we all have needs for physical safety,
belongingness, love, self-respect, self esteem, and what he called selfactualization, the desire to become the best we can be. If any of these needs go
unsatisfied, the organism becomes dominated to satisfu them.

All other needs

-4become simply-nonexistent, or are pushed to the background. Then it's fair to say
that the organism's consciousness becomes preempted by this need. For example
hunger, all the receptors and effectors, the intelligence, memory, habits, all may
become defined simply as hunger-gratiffing tools. Capacities that are not useful

for this purpose lie dormant, or are pushed into the background. The urge to write
poetry.....1earn mathematics... the interest in American history... are forgotten. For

the man who becomes extremely hungry and dangerously

h*gry,

no other

interests exist but food. He dreams of food, he remembers food, thinks

of

food..........perceives only food, and wants only food. - (Hoffrnan,1988, pg 45)

According to a

l99l

report by the National Commission on Children;

"poverty can afflect educational outcomes in a variety of ways. Adolescents from
poor families are more likely to lack basic academic skills and have repeated a
grade. The stress and lack or social support to parents in poor families may affect
parents' support for school success, and thus, children's intellectual development.
Poor families are likely to live in poor school districts with fewer resources to

offer their students" (National Commission of Children,

l99l

-1320b-9).

Students, by the very fact of being human, are unique and very complex creatures affected

differently by a given set of inputs. ln other words, what works for one student may or
may not work for another. Given smaller class sizes, the educator can more effectively
address each student's individual needs; however, the reality is under recent economic

sanctions and financial cut backs, the educator is left with an increasingly larger ans
larger class size.

-5Thus the problem: Within ateacher's class load of students, a certain percentage
students

will

pass a given standardized test of achievement, but

and still others

will fail overall, but yet pass one or two strands;

of

fail one or two strands;
as an educator, what

instructional modifications can be made to effectively address the needs of those students
who fail to pass a given strand? Essentially, this is the quandary that has left many
educators across the country engaged in an instructional review of the latest in learning
style theory. For example, Burke,2003, p. 169) explained, Dunn and Debello provided

long term results for more than thirty schools across the United States, in which
previously poorly achieving minority students earned statistically higher standardized test
scores after only one year of learning style based instruction. "Those same students also

continued that upward trend for the next two to three years" (Burke, 2A03,p. 169). As a
result, "Learning theorists generally agree that curriculum and instructional strategies
should be adapted to accommodate these aptitudes (individual differences)" (Burrows -

Horton & Oaklandl99T; p. 131). Specifically, researchers such as Dunn, Dunn, & Price;

Kolb; Vermtrnt; Gregorc; Gardner, Felder-silveran and others have established: since we
are unique individuals, we tend to learn in very unique ways. Given these facts,

it's now

time to explore: what are the linkages that exist between a student's unique
characteristics, learning style preferences, and their weakness area(s) in mathematics?
In other words, what cofilmon traits do students who fail to grasp a particular concept in
mathematics share? By understanding these linkages, educators can more effectively

implement instructional modifications within the K-12 environment to ensure success for

all students.

-6-

Purpose of the Study

The p.rpose of this study is to determine if commonalities of learning style traits
or characteristics exist among students who exhibit mathematical strand weakness [see

Tablel]. It's

assumed that some derivation of learning style [see Table 2] or individual

characteristic [see Table 3] is a contributing factor to strand weakness, and thus by
understanding the linkages of these factors, educational professionals could make

modifications to both lesson design and delivery.

"ln

1997 the Minnesota State Legislature enacted into law M.S.12I.133,

Statewide Testing and Reporting System, establishirg testing of all students at
grades 3,5,8, and high school with a state wide test at each of those grade levels.

The Minnesota Comprehensive Test of Achievement MCA is used to compare
school sites across the state to provide feedback on curriculum and instruction in
the new standards based system. AII students, including students in special
education who are capable of testing and students designated Limited English

Proficiency, must take the test. With the passage of No Child Behind Act (2000)
the MCA's were expanded to include all grades from 3-11" MDE (9,20,2004).
The results are then published by school in the state's five star school report card system.

This action based study will explore, in a comprehensive manner, learning styles
(how people prefer to learn) and individual characteristics (what makes them unique)
among sixth grade middle school sfudents who demonstrate weakness in one or more

-7-

strands (see Table

l)

of the Measures of Academic Progress Test, a district implemented

progress tool directly aligned with the Minnesota Comprehensive Test of Achievement.

The Dunn, Dunn, & Price Learning Style Inventory will be used to delineate twenty two

individually surveyed learning style traits (see Table 2). A rnultiple choice survey will
be used to determine

individual characteristics

(see Table i)(designed to address the

conlmon teacher hypothesesJ. In many instances, the inability to achieve in mathematics
may result from many diverse causes. Yet, we cannot overlook the most significant and
easily correctable factor, that being the K-12 educational environment. If it can be
delineated, for example, those students who fail shape, space, and measurement share a
common preference for visual and mobility; then it really empowers the instructor to

build success through alterations in both lesson design and delivery.

Table

I

Strands of Mathematics- Northwest Evaluation Association

Number sense

Ratios and proportions, fractionsdecimal relationships, and exponents as well as
number theory, place value, and the relationships between numbers.

Estimation and
Computation

Addition, subtractiorq multiplication, division, and rounding of whole numbers,

Patterns, Functions, and

Patterns, functions, solving equations, order of operations, properties, simplifying
expressions and algebra based problems.

Algebra
Ceometry and Spacial
Sense

fractions, decimals, percentages, and positive and negative numbers.

Properties of two and three dimensional objects, points, lines, rays, and angles.
Including congruence, similarities, transformations, and solving. Problems dealing
with perimeter, circumference, area, and volume-

Measurement

Customary and metric units of measure (including time, money, temperature, and
weight) and the use of them in both calculations and estimating measurements.

Data Analysis Statistics,
and Probability

Determine the mathematical probabilify of events; interpret and predict infomration
from charts tables and graphs; and calculate measurements of central tenancy-

Problem Solving
Reasoning, Proof, and
Connections

Use a variety of strategies, such as guess and checlg logical reasoning, and working
backwards, to solve simple and multi-step problems.

-8-

Table 2

Learning Styles- Dunn, Dann, and Price

Environment

Noise level, temperature, light, and design

Emotions

Motivation, persistence, responsibility, and strucfure

Sociological

Learning alone, with peers, Iearning with adults presen! learning in combined ways, being
motivated by the teacher, and being motivated by the parent

Physical
Characteristics

Auditory {hear}, visual {see}, tactile {touch}, kinesthetic {body motion}, time of day, intake
{eat}, and mobility {freedom to move about}

Psychological

Global {see the big picture} / analytic {structures thought}, hemispherib preferences {left
brain/right brain), and impulsive {quickly reactive} / reflective{ think baclg reexamine}

Tahle 3

Individual

C h aracte

ristics

Gender?

Male/Female

FIow many brothers and sisters do you have?

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,'7,9,9,1 0, I

Single, dual, or more than two parenUguardian

Single/Dual/?vlore than two

1, 1 2, I 3, I 4, I

5+

household?
Grades in math- last year? (High, Med, Low)

HigU Med/ Low

Do you feel you're good/bad at math?

Good/Bad

Do you feel you have control ofyour grade?

YesA{o

Do you study on your own, without anyone asking you

YesA{o

to do so?
How many different schools have you attended since

0, 1,2,3,4,5

,6,7,9,9,1a,I l, 12,13, l4,l 5+

kindergarten?

How many different places have you lived in your

4,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,9,1 0, I l, I 2, I 3, I 4, I 5+

lifetime?
Do you like school?

YesA.{o

Are you involved in any after school activity, club or

YesAIo

sport?

Do you play an instrument/sing at school?

How many days did you miss school last year?

Yes/No
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,9,1 0,1

+
Is your locker organized?

Yes/No

Do your parenUguardians care how you do in school?

YesA*lo

Do you want to go to college someday?

YesA{o

l,l2,l

3, I 4, I 5, I 6, I 7, I

g,l g,2O,2l
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Importance/ Need of the Study

With the continued perception of academic failure by students, The United States'
population desperately yearns for researchers to actively address the issue of weak
mathematic perfornance exhibited in its K-12 educational system. Despite the past thirty
years of extensive research in the area of broad based achievement, questions still remain

unanswered. Now, with the recently passed accountability legislation #107-ll0-l l5
STAT.1425: No Child Left Behind, many are left floundering and confused as to what
else can be done to assist students who

fail to meet the benchmarks. The thrust of this

study is to radically reexamine the issue from the other end; that is, academic weakness in
the narrowest of the serse (mathematical strands), rather than from the traditional view

of

broad based achievement levels.
The study's conceptual framework stems directly from the concerns of a midwestern middle school, whose sixth graders are exhibiting strand weakness at a variety

of

levels. The potential exists, under new legislation, that if a group of students fail to
achieve at a certain level, then the entire school can be labeled as a failure (after a period

of time, can result in economic as well as staffing modifications). In the end, "we must
turn our attention to the study of students with poor performance to ascertain what can be
done to help them improve, and thereby, help the nation achieve its educational goals"

(Husch, 20A1, p. 5).

-
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Operational Definitions of Terms
Analytical Leamer: This learner tends to prefer to approach learning through interacting
with the pieces fact by fact. Needs to understand all the parts to understand the whole
(Sarasin, 1999, p- 16).
Field Depended Learners: Need cues from the environment and prefer external structure,
they're people orientated, intuitive thinkers, and remember material via a social context (
Berry, 2043, p.246 ).
Global Learner: This learner tends to approach a leaming task from a holistic perspective.
This learner looks at a concept as a whole concept from the beginning (Gremli, 1996 p.
2s).

Holistic Learners: Seek to synthesize divergent experiences to obtain the essence of their
experiences (Berry, 2003, p. 2a$.
Kinesthetic Learner: This preference is related to physical movement and
knowiny'wisdom of the body. Body Kinesthetic intelligence is awakened through
physical movement such as in various sports, dance, physical exercise as well as
expression through the body (Lazear,1991 p. XV).
Learning Stvle: Is the way each person begins to concentrate on process, internalize, and
retain difficult academic information (Burke, 2003, p. 168).
Math Strands: Shape, Space, and Measurement, Number Sense, Data Handling and
Probability, Problem solving (NWEA Testing Services 2004) [see Table 1].
Relational Learning: Is characterized by freedom of movement, variation, creativity,
divergent thinking, inductive reasoning, and a focus on people; however, schools are
structured to advantage students whose learning preference is analytical (LadsonBillings, 1997, p. 698).
Tactile Learner: This intelligence is related to the feeling or touching, use of fingers and
hands. Tactile is awakened by soft, hard, rough, smooth textures (Sarasin , lggg, p. 7S).
Verbal Learner: This preference is related to words and language both written and
spoken, dominates most western educational systems. Verbal intelligence is awakened
through spoken, written, or reading thoughts and ideas (Lazear,199l, p. XIV).
Visual Learner: This preference is related to sight and being able to visualize the object or
idea; creating a visual image. Visual intelligence is awakened by colorful designs,
patterns, shapes, pictures, guided imagery, and visualization (Lazear,l ggl, p. XV).

-t 1Sources of
The population sample

Ilata

will comprise of I 12 middle school sixth grade

students

attending a Midwestern middle school. The school is located in a working class suburban
bedroom community comprised of retail and very light industrial. Student ethnic

variations include: (97%) Caucasian , (.025o/o) African American , {-A4%) Native
American, (.05%) Asian, (53%) male, (47%) female. Mathematics achievement will be
determined using the Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) Test (see Table

l).

Learning Styles will be determined using the Dunn & Dunn & Price Learning Style
Inventory (see Table 2), which surveys twenty-two key predictor traits. Personal
characteristics will be determined using a researcher generated survey (see Table 3).

Assumptions and Limitations
Assumptions
1

All

2

The Learning Style Inventory accurately measured each student.

-J

Students put forth their best effort on the mathematics test.

4

The Measures of Academic Progress test accurately measured their ability in each

students answered the Learning Style Inventory accurately.

strand of mathematics.
5

All

students answered the questionnaire accurately.

Augsburg College Library

-12-

Limitations:
1

Only one instrument was used to gather the learning style data.

2

Only one instrument was used to gather the mathematical ability data.

J

The Individual Characteristics Survey was designed by the researcher and not
proven reliable.

4

The school's population is not representative of all middle schools nation wide.

5

lntelligence in the study was acknowledged and minimized, by eliminating from
the base population those who scored in the top and bottom

5o/o

bracket.

6

Correlations create possible relationships, but never linked causations.

7

The instructors ability to recognize their individual learning style's impact on

instruction.
8

The learning style exam itself tests in a single learning method.

-13-

Chapter

III

Review of Literature
Introduction

Paralleling the increased emphasis on academic achievement in K-12 public
education over the past thirty yea"rs) researchers have continued to study the linkages
between learning styles and broad based academic achievement. It is collectively
understood, that each individual brings with them a unique set of personal and

motivational factors that affect the way they respond and acquire new information. These
"variations in how individuals perceive, acquire information, conceptualize, form ideas,
process, memorize, fonn judgements, act, and behave", have become the predictor

variables in countless studies (Hickson & Baltimore, 1996,

p.60). It is without surprise,

that most papers within the learning style construct have considerable overlap in both

terminology and methodology. Nonetheless, "Learning theorists generally agree that
curriculum and instructional strategies should be adopted to accommodate the individual
differences" (Burrows- Horton & Oakland, 1997,p.131). The following review of
literature will focus aroundtwo questions: 1) What is learning style theory; and 2) What
does the current research already say about linkages between leaming style personal

characteristics and achievement?

-t4-

Learning Styte Theory
Over the past thirty years, considerable strides have been made to understand how
people learn best. Many researchers, world wide, have together sharpened the picture

of

what conditions, environmental factors, and personal traits impact learning. As any
teacher, parent, manager can quickly attest to: even though group memberships may be
seem quite similar, there are in fact, a myriad of differences at the individual level when
comes to acquiring a set of new skills or ideals. Some individuals catch on quickly,

it

with

just verbal prompts, while others need repeated practice, written instructions, or even

a

slower step by step pace. In the field of education, Dunn explains;
"that research shows that three-fifths of an individual's learning style is biological
or genetic. Learning styles are influenced dramatically by personality. These
personality traits and characteristics influence the ways in which we interact with
our world, throughout our lives. Our experiences and social interactions exert

their influence: we adapt our leaming processes and adopt strategies to succeed.
As the years pass, we establish a level of comfort and we learn how to cope- or
we have problems adapting to certain teaching strategies and we become
frustrated, resigned to failure"-(Sarasin, 1999 p. 33).
Hand (1990, VHS) concludes,

if

students can understand their individual learning styles,

then they can begin to address different ways in which they can use various learning
strategies for organizing material, doing assignments, sfudying, and taking tests.

-15-

Although a definitive and universally accepted definition of learning style has yet
to be found, learning style theorists continue to: research, test, quantiff, and then
systematically apply their findings directly into the learning environment, which has
resulted in a plethora of new terminolosy, testing methods, ffid construct paradigms.
Despite the significant overlap and redundancy produced across the field, the final goal
remains consistent: to finally understand just how individuals learn best.
One such research team in this quest has been Dunn, Dunn, and Price, who have
defined leaming styles in terms of student preferences in twenty-two categories clustered

into five main groupings. They contend maximum learning potential is met when an

individual operates in their preferred environment.
Table 4.

Dunn, Dunn, and Price

Environment

Noise level, temperature, Iighl and

Emotions

Motivation, persistence, responsibility, md shucfirre

Sociological

Leaming alone, with peers, learning with adults presen! learning in combined ways, being motivated by ttre teacher, and being
motivated by the parent

Physical
Characteristics
Psychological

desip

Auditory {bear}, visual {see}, tactile {touch}, kinesthetic {body motion}, time of day, intake,{eat}, and mobility, freedom to
move about

Global {see the big pictrne}/ analytic {structures thought}, hemispheric preferences {left brain/right b"ain}, and impllsive
{quickly reactive}/ reflective {Think back, reexamine}

_16-

Gardner, explained intelligence is the ability to solve problems and create
products or outcomes that are valued by a culture....In addition, intelligence is a bio-

psychological potential; that potential is capable of being realized to a greater or lesser
extent as a consequence of the experimental, cultural, and motivational factors that affect
a person" (Gardner, 1998,

p.62).

added an eighth (naturalistic)

He originally identified seven intelligences, but later

. Gardner also contends

that all individuals have a set of

preferred learning styles, some stronger than others, and that by learning through these
preferred styles, maximization of leaming can occur.

Table

5

Linguistic

Musical

Gardner's
Preference to learn through language both written
and spoken.

Logical-

Tend to learn through melodies, rhythms, voices,

Bodily-

and tones.

kinesthetic

mathematical

I-earn through linear proofs, erperiments, and enjoy
understanding how fhings work-

Enjoy solving problems using the entire bo'dy rhrough
movemenL tactile, dramatics, and physical activity are key
to leaming.

Spacial

Naturalistic

Visualize three dimensional objects, space, and
constructs.

Interpersonal

Learning in connections with the outdoor nahrral
environment.

Intrapersonal

Sfong in understanding through others perceptions,
comments.

Draws strength from self imer dialogue.
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Kolb invented a learning style inventory to help people

assess

their ability to learn

from experience. Based of theories from Dewy, Lewin, and Piaget, the inventory
provides a provides a framework for understanding one own approach to learning. In a
study done by Lawson, Johnson, 2002 p. 81, they conslude: the Kolb learning style is a
result of hereditary, past experiences, and the demands of the present environment

combining to produce individual orientations to a variety of learning modes. Futhermore,

Kolb breaks down the leaming styles into four separate categories:
Table

6

Observers

Kolb's
People who leam by listening about others
experiences, and think about events as they

Deciders

would pertain in real life.
Thinkers

People who learn by gathering all the data
theory, expert opinions, and reading the latest
research.

People who want someone else to teach them,
show them, tell why its important and how to

apply
Doers

it.

Clear structure, very practical

People who leam by making personal mistakes,
and discovering for themselves.
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Gregorc created "Mind Styles" (See Table 7) that divided learning into four areas,
across nine frames of reference. "Learning style incorporates how learners prefer to take

in information from the environment and the internal process learners favor to organize
and make sense of the newly encountered information" (Gregorc www.).

Table 7
of

Gre
I. Concrete Sequential

II. Abstract Sequential

m. Absbact Random

V. Concrete Rmdom

World of reality

Concrete world of the
physical senses

Abstract world of tle intellect
based upon the concrete world

Abstract world of
feeling and emotion

Concrete world of activity and
abstract world of inhrition

Ordering Ability

Sequential stepby-step
linear progression

Sequential and tw+
dimensional tree-like

Random web-like

Random three dimensional patterns

Dscrete units of past

The present, historical past
and projected fuhre

The moment: time is

Frames

Reference

View of Time

present, fuhre

multidimensional

artificial and

Now: total of the pasl interactive
present, and seed for the future

restrictive

Thinking

lnstinctive, methodical,

processing

deliberate

Validation
hocess

Personal proof, via the
senses, accredited experts

Focus

of

Material realify, physical

Intellectual, logical, analytical,
correlative

Emotional, psychic,
perceptive, critical

Intuitive, instinctive, impulsive,
independent

Personal intellectual,
formulate conventionally,
accredited experts

Inner guidance system

hactical demonstration, personal

Emotions attachments,
relationships, and
memories

Attention

objects

Knowledge, facts,
docurnentation, concepts ideas

Creatrvity

Product, prototype,
refinement, duplication

Synthesis, theories, models,
and mahices

proof, rarely accepting ofoutside
authority

Applications, methods, process, and
ideals

Imagination, the arts,

Iutuition, originality, inventive, and

refinemen!

ftturistic

relationships
Environmental
Preference

Ordered practical, quiet,

Mentally stimulating ordered,

stable

quiet, non-authontahve

Emotional and
physical freedom;
rich, active, and

Stimulus-rich, competitive, free
from restriction

colorfirl
Use oflanguage

Literal meaning, labels,
succinct logical

Polysyllabic words, precise,
rational, highly verbal

Metaphoric, uses
geshres and body
langrnge, colorfirl

Informative, lively, colorful;''words
do not convey aue meaning"

-1
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Vermunt focuses on four components of learning: processing strategies, regulation
strategies, mental models, and learning orientations (See Table

8). It's believed

the

potential to learn is internal, and governed within the individual and as such it is guided
in this maruler. Once understood, an individual can become aware of their tendencies and
can take pre-emptive action to ensure success.

Table 8

Vermunt

Reproduction*
Orientated
Lemning

Absorb lmowledge of teacher. Study means
grindirg through information. Your opinion about
the information does not matter. Leam it by heartHigh-lighter fanciers. karning occurs at school.

Application

\dsening-

Study means gettiug out what is personally
important. Topics should be personally selected.
traming extends beyond the classroom. Learn for
curiosity sake.

Unfocused
t eaming

Orientated
I-eaming

Orientated

tearning

Study means making the informatior a pafl of you.
I-eaming is applied to you personally. Linking new
information into everyday tife. Leam to grow
oneself.
Study means look at information occasionally.
Teacher needs to tell you what to know and how to
apply it- Nerds to work groups to succeed.
Learning part time- at school, and only when
convenient.

Felder-Silverman Learning Style Model, focuses solely on ten internal trait
dimensions Husch (2001 , p- 26) (See Table 9).
Table
Sensing

9

Felder- Silverman

kamers Prefer

a
a

a

Visual Learners hefer

Inductive kamers
Prefer

Active Learners Prefer

Sequential frarners
Prefer

Concrete
Practical
Fact orientated
Likes procedures

Intuitive Leamers

t

Prefer

a
a
a

Pictures
Diagrams
Flowcharts

Verbal Learners Prefer

Presentations that move
from specific to general

Deductive lrarners

Trying things out
Working with others
Linear
Orderly
lrarn in small
incremental steps

Conceptual
Innovative
Theory Oriented
Likes abstractions

Wriften explanations
Oral explanations

Presentations that move
from general to specific

hefer
Reflective lrarners

a

Prefer

a

Thinking things through
Working alone

Global Learners Prefer

a

Holistic

a

Systems thinkers

a

karn in large leaps
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As learning style theorists Dunn, Dunn, and Price; Gardner; Vermunt; Kolb;
Gardner; Gregorc; and Felder-silverman have shown, a considerable amount of overlap
and redundancy does exist with the construct of learning styles.

Personality has a fundamental innate evolutionary tendency to grow and
become

whole. A person, seeks happiness not just by satisfuing discrete drives,

but by fi.rlfilling his or her potential. People strive towards goals they have chosen

-Alfred Alder (Monte, 2003 , p. 173)
('stress

the dignity and worth of the individual.... The accent is on the

inherent capacity of person to direct his or her own life when the interpersonal
environment provides sufficient freedom from both subtle and overt coercion. In
Roger's view, the primary, indeed essential, ingredient of the well-lived life is

simply, freedomto be, to choose, and to act" -Carl Rogers (Monte, 2003,p. al}).
Yet as Sarasin (1990) explains, "'Whatever the systems for understanding
how people learn, and whatever the labels used, there are similarities that can help
us better understand our students- their strengths, their weaknesses, their needs-

and in the end help them learn. Moreover, these myriad of labels should not cause
us to become bewildered or fixated; we need to remember that even though
students may differ in their learning styles, they all have needs........And, one

of

the most important obligations of an effective instructor is to understand and meet
those needs" (Sarasin, 1.990, p.39)
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Linkages Between Learning Style,
Personal Characteristics, and Achievement

Introduction
Fundamentally, all formal learning style research and analysis originates from the

groundwork of Freud and Jung. Jung originally observed differences in the way people
perceived (sensation verses intuition), the way they made decisions (thinking and feeling),
and how active or reflective they were while interacting (extroversion versus

introversion). Today, researchers continue to pursue and define the nexus between
personal characteristics, learning styles, and achievement

Student Characteristics, Learning Styles, and Achievement

It

seems coiltmonsenss to say, higher achievement tends to be associated

with

positive attitudes about education, confidence in academic work, good study habits, and a
willingness to take on demanding courses; whereas, poor grades are associated with
negative behaviors such as turning in work late, and being tardy. A study conducted in
1991 by Stricker, Rock,

ffid Burton, found several types of behaviors were directly

related to differential grade performance: attendance, completing assignments, taking
tests on schedule, and taking notes.

In 1988, Erkstrom, Goertz, and Rock found

behavioral problems and on time homework showed a particularly strong effect in

relation to achievement. They also found "significant contributions to achievement were:
school activities, parent aspirations, parent involvement in program planning, and
students' perceived locus of control" (Willingham, Pollack, Lewis, {2002), p. B).

-22-

An extensive correlation study, conducted in the U.K. by Cassidy 2000, examined
Tait & Entwistle's learning styles (1996), Eachus' academic belief systems (lgg3),
Cassidy's self-reported student proficiency (1997), ffid Cassidy's academic achievement

in higher education (2000). 130 fuII time undergraduates (75% female, 25% male)
provided: self-efficacy, learning styles, academic locus of control, and class grade data.
The author concluded, the correlation coefficients dictated achievement was negatively
correlated with the learning styles of: external locus of control, age, apathetic study
approach; but positively with self-confidence, internal locus of control. Academic selfeff,rcacy correlates positively with the learning styles of: internal locus of control, deep

strategic study, and self confidence; but negatively with the learning styles of external
locus of control and apathetic study habits.

In 2001, Dunn explored how instructional grouping based on learning styles could
affect attitudes and achievernent in the field of Social Studies. 104 Catholic academy
sixth, seventh, and eighth grade students took part in three tests: 1) A 5 point Learning
Style Inventory (Dunn 1987), 2) A Miles 1987 quantitative rating scaled Attitude
Questionnaire , (3) A social studies unit outcome exam. In the end, the study concluded:
those students who preferred to work alone, along with those who had no preference in

work socialization, had a better attitude and scored better when they worked alone
(F:4.63, p<.05*). Likewise, the study also concluded, those who preferred to work in
groups also scored better, and had the best attitude when they themselves worked in
groups (F:3.02, p<.05 *).

.t .t
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"students tend to perform differently in various situations due to their cognitive
styles, and these performance differences

will likely

be consistent and stable over time"

(Andrews, Harrison, Saklofske, 2A03, p. 45). ln a recent study, a cognitive style
questionnaire, Gregorc Style Delineator was administered to 4,546 students at a major

university in order to identify their dominate cognitive style (concrete sequential, abstract
sequential, concrete random, abstract random) and compare this with their grade point
averages. 'oThe results indicated that students with abstract sequential and concrete
sequential styles performed better in the university level math and sciences? whereas
random learners appeared to excel in the fine arts ..-.. With this information, counselors

now can guide students to where they might be successful" (Andrews, Harrison,
Saklofske, 2003, p. 45).

Race, Culture, Learning Styles, and Achievement

Researchers have also extensively examined the connections between race,

culture, learning styles, and academic performance. In 1997, Ladson and Billings
undertook a study to determine connections to academic achievement within the African

American population. They found that "African American students have a preference
towards a relational style of learning; and approach learning through a global manner that
Iends less competence in analytical functions" (Berry,

2003,p.2a$. "Relational learning

preference is characterized by freedom of movement, variation, creativity, divergent

thinking, inductive reasoning, and a focus on people; however, schools are structured to

-24advantage students whose learning preference is analytical" ( Berry, 2003,
1997 , Shade discovered,

p.2a$.

In

that "African American students preferred learning in an

aggregate manner which is comprised of: holistic, relational, kinesthetic, and field
dependent leaming styles. Holistic learners seek to synthesize divergent experiences to

obtain the essence of experiences" (Berry, }Affi, p.246). "They thrive on content tied to
a larger whole and perceive cause and effect as separate

entities. Field dependant

learners need cues from the environment and prefer external structure; they are in essence

people orientated, intuitive thinkers, and remember material via a social context" (Berry,
2003,

p.zafi.

"African American learners use concrete imagery as a mean of reckoning

reality, and they draw upon their daily experiences to classiff ideas, items, and
experiences" (Berry, 2003, p. zafi .

In a study reported by D'Antonio in 1988, Rita Dunn co-creator of the Dunn,
Dunn, and Price Learning Style Inventory, was asked to implement a learning style

instructional format into a failing school. "The Dunn's incorporated their learning style
techniques with forty kids making grades below 5A% in algebra, and bythe end of the
year they were all passing.........This has worked with Asians, Eskimos, Native

Americans, Pacific Islanders across multiple sfudies" (D'Antonio, 1988, p. 1).

In 1998, The African Ministers United for Change took the Freepotr, Illinois
School District to court to implement changes necessary to raise the level of academic
performance by their predominantly African American student population.

To accomplish the goal, the school district turned to the Dunn and Dunn leaming style

-25techniques.

"All

students in Freeport's learning style classes performed better on the

standardized achievement test, after being instructed based on their learning styles......
Those students continued an upward trend for the next two and three years" (Burke,

Dunn, 2003, p. 169). In a 1985 study, Brightwood Elementary's principal instituted a
school wide learning sffle format for all classes after test scores continued to plummet.

By 1986, "discipline problems declined from 143 referrals to just 14....With93% of the
flfth grade being afternoon learners, schedules were modified and achievement rose....
California Test of Achievement score rose from

30'h

to 40'h percentile...- by 1989

Brightwood's African American populations rarked 75'h percentile up from 41't." (Klavas, 1994, p.

l5l)

An extensive cross cultural study conducted in 2002 by Park, incorporated 857
cases

from across 20 highs schools in California. It investigated the learning styles of

English learners (Armenian, Hmong, Korean, Mexican, and Vietnamese), and found
significant ethnic group differences in achievement and learning style preferences.
Students in the study tended to favor certain instructional strategies:

"The Hmong, Mexican, and Vietnamese favored group leaming, while Armenian
and Korean students did

not. However, all five ethnic groups showed either major

or minor preferences towards visual learning. In addition, middle and high
achievers preferred individual learning, but low achievers did not, and newcomers

exhibited greater preference for individual learning, than those who had been
longer in the United States" (Park, 2A02, p. aa3).
Hadfield in 1992, examined the connections between mathematics and learning

-26styles of the Navajo middle school student. A sample of 358 students partook in a

learning style assessment by Keefe (1986), a Suinn (1982) Mathematics Anxiety Rating
Scales, and Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS

1982).

A

multiple regression

analysis was then used to deterrnine the best predictor variables, and after an extensive
statistical analysis, the author concluded: math anxiety is directly linked to attitudinal

orientation. This was also found to be an increasingly factor from sixth to eighth grade.
Self confidence was also directly linked to prevention and reduction in math anxiety.

Males exhibited less anxiety to math overall than did females, and across all groups,
anxiety was negatively correlated with achievement.

Extra Curricular Activities and Achievement
Research into the impacts of extra curricular activities upon sfudent achievement
has concluded conflicting results. Cooper, Valentine, Nye, and Lindsay in a 1990 study,
suggested after school activities have a positive and/or negative affect on differential
grade performance, depending upon whether they contribute to or compete with a

student's school work. They found that differentiated grade performance was positively
correlated with extracurricular activities and the amount of homework finished, but

negatively correlated with watching television. Still others challenge that view citing, "a
correlation of .37 between achievement and extracurricular activities (Werts -1967,p.

201); Hanks and Eckland 1976, p. 278) also reported significant correlations with
distinguished activities such as class leader or editor"(Willingham, Pollack, Lewis, ZA0Z

p.e).

-27Self Concept Learning Styles and Academic Achievement
Researchers have also examined the impacts of self concept on academic

perflormance. In a meta analysis conducted by Hansford and Hattie (1982), self concept
was colrelated .34 with grades and .22 with achievement tests. "The more specifically a
self concept refers to a particular academic subject, the stronger the relationship in that
area" (Willingham, Pollack, Lewis, 2002, p.

9). Others have been left asking, "does self-

concept cause grades, or do grades cause self-concept?..... this area can be the most

perplexing and illusionary issue in studying the relationships with self concept" (Byrne
1996 -2004, p. 187). In 2003, Eshel conducted an extensive and detailed study

comprising all of the three hundred and two sixth graders in a small rural Israeli town.
The goal was to determine a connection between perceived classroom control, self
regulated leaming strategies, and academic achievement. Each student took a Eshel
Student Teacher Control Scale (1991), Pintrich and de Groot's Cognitive Strategies,

Intrinsic Values, and Motivated Strategies for Learning (1990). Bandura's Self efficacy

for self regulated, self efficacy for academic domains (1989), and the Israel Mathematics
Achievement test. The author concluded: the highest academic attainment is realized
when both the teacher and the student feel in control. This fosters independent learners, a
sense of agency, self-efficacy, capacity

to set and obtain personal goals, making choices,

and mastering self-regulating strategies, which can only be obtained by a positive student
centered locus of control.

-28Economics, Individual Characteristics, Learning Styles, and Achievement

ln

1996, Caldwell conducted a study to examine the relationships between

leaming styles of low socioeconomic status for low and high achievers. 119 subjects in

third and fourth grades were selected based on the Federal #7CFR245 free and reduced
lunch program. Each student took a Likert based 5 point Learning Style Inventory (Dunn
(1989), and then their cumulative school records were analyzed for ethnicity, gender, IQ

(Otis-Lenon), and their Texas Learning Index score. Paired with the learning style
results, the author concluded: high level achiever's were more motivated, persistent,
responsible, teacher motivated, and displayed a intrinsic locus of control. Fundamentally,
the difference between high and low achievers seems to be internal factors rather than

external. The study's results are quite striking: achievement was linked directly to
internal factors over external factors. In 1995, Harris proposed that peer culture, not

family, play the dominate role in shaping the behavior of young people, and thus that is
what affects student's academic achievement. Collins (2000) argued that parents do
influence children, but mainly in a indirect fashion.

-29Gender, Individual Characteristics, Learning Styles and Achievement

Others studies have sought to understand the role gender plays on achievement.

In 1988 Krause cited;
"Gender, in general, we find the distribution of men's scores tend to be somewhat
higher in thinking quadrants, especially intuitive thinker, and women's scores tend

to be higher in the sensor feeler. Both are equally strong in intuitive feeler. This
would indicate that women are more likely to make decisions based on personal
values, beliefs, and emotions; and men make decisions based on facts, details, and

logic. Similarity, men score higher in the intuitive

quadrants overall, leading to

the belief that in general, men reason in the abstract more comfortably than
women do. Women score higher overall in the sensory quadrants showing that
women tend to prefer concrete exarnples, demonstrations, visual and tactile-

kinesthetic exercises in learning. Chi squared analysis of the data supported this
conclusion (alpha:0.05)" (Krause, 1988, p. 5g).

A 2003 study conducted by Jones sought to understand whether gender and
academic performance played a role in student learning style preferences. The learning
styles of 105 college students were examined and were measured across four disciplines
(Mathematics, English, Science, and Social Studies). Using the Kolb learning style
delineator, results revealed significant connections to learning styles with certain subjects,

but no alignment was found with gender.
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A study conducted in Australia by Keast in

1994, examined a rniddle level school

where girls seemed to fall behind academically in mathematics when compared to males.

It was postulated that

a boost

in self confidence for girls would rectiff the situation; and

thus, it was decided that same sex math classes should be instituted into the school's
seventh and eighth grade

years. Within

a very short time, vast differences surfaced in the

way girls preferred to learn as compared to boys. Two distinct modes of learning

surfaced: "Boys in the single sexed classes disliked working in groups, and openly
discussing their understanding of mathematics; whereas girls, tended to form small
groups with each other, and learned by discussing and sharing thoughts with each other"

(Keast, 1994, p. 56) Fundamentally, "There are two styles of teaching and leaming;
separate and connected. There is anecdotal evidence that traditional mathematics

teaching is separate" (Keast, 1994, p. 57), thus favoring boys academically. "Connected
teaching places an emphasis on linking mathematics in the classroom to the students
themselves through experiences" (Keast, 1994, p. 57).

Gifted, Special Needs, Individual Characteristics, Learning Styles, and Achievement

In 1998, Pyryt examined learning style preferences of gifted, average-ability, and
special needs students, in a multivariate manner. 172 elementary students in grades 3,4,

5, and 6 took a Likert based 5 point Learning Style Inventory (Dunn 1987), Canadian

cognitive abilities test, and examined it with current placement status. The author
concluded: gifted elementary students preferred learning alone, being self motivated, and

-31Ieaned best with tactile approaches. Males, especially special ed males, preferred learning

with peers. Females, especially gifted fifth grade females, preferred to also learn alone.

A study conducted in I 995 by Nunn examined the connection between
achievement, locus of control, and personal learning styles with at-risk middle school

youth. The study focused on I03 students enrolled in ayear long leaming
styles/strategies intervention course. The intervention class focused around how to apply
and use their personal learning styles to achieve. Students were instructed in the areas of:

"1) Conditions of learning: peer, goal setting, independence, competition; 2)
Area or interests: numeric, qualitative; 3) Mode of leaming: listening, reading,
direct experience;4) Expectation of grade: A, B, C, D, F;5) Typology: social,
independent, applied, and natural; and 6) Strategies of acquisition: storage,

motivation, and expression of competence." (Nunn, 1995, p. 35)
When datawas compared using a one way ANOVA with the general population and a
nonintervention group, it was found that those students who were best able to utilize their
personal learning styles were able to improve their academic performance.

Learning Style Approaches and Academics

A study conducted by Finley in 2000, examined

the relationships between

learning styles/mutiple intelligences and academic achievement of high school students.
The study examined 128 students and made comparisons between grade point average
and learning style results using Chi-squared calculations. The results found girls were

stronger in interpersonal, linguistic, musical, preferred to work in groups, visual,

-32interpersonal, self motivated, preferred quiet, analyical, and persistent; whereas, boys
were strongest in: bodily kinesthetic, logical, spacial, and working with others. Yet

overall, the majority of high school students tended to be tactile, kinesthetic, and global
learners.

In 2000, Snyder examined the relationships between learning style/multiple
intelligences and academic achievement of high school students. The author chose to
construct their own learning style assessment. A significant positive correlation was
established using a split half test, with a.375 positive correlationAlpha:.001 was found
comparing it to a known inventory (Dunn 1997). One hundred twenty - eight students
were assessed via: learning style, grade point average (G.P.A.), Metropolitan Test

of

Achievement, and the state Basic Skills Test. A correlation and Chi squared was used to
conclude: Male students displayed a positive correlation between G.P.A. and persistence,
spacial, self motivational, visual, logical, and working alone. Females correlated

positively with G.P.A, global learning, body/kinesthetic, and tactile learning. In general
students who had strong G.P.A. considered themselves to be self-motivated, persistent,
and more likely to study alone. Students, across all categories, did not depend on outside

learning structure to achieve. As a group, female students were stronger in interpersonal,
linguistic, musical, preferred to work alone, visual, interpersonal, self motivated, prefers
quiet, analytical, and persistent; males were stronger body/kinesthetic, logical, spacial,
and preferred working in groups. This study tended to contradict the findings of others

studies in terms of boy and girls working in groups or individual.
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An extensive study conducted in 2003, by Diseth and Martinsen, sought to
analyze the relationship between approaches to learning (deep, strategic,

ffid

surface),

cognitive styles (Piaget's creator assimilate), personal motives (reasons), and academic
achievement. After sampling 192 college students, they found that approaches to leaming
predicted achievement, while styles and motive only had indirect effects. That is to say,
the way in which a person intakes information is a direct predictor of achievement.

Summary
Ever since Jung and Freud's initial observations, a wide spectrum of studies have
concluded significant linkages do in fact exist between multiple variations in learning
style preferences, individual characteristics and academic achievement. Yet, the vast

majority of studies have chosen to define academic success in the broadest of the sense.
Yet, what is success? For example, a sfudent taking an exam with two parts may score
100% in one area and 40Yo in another, statistically it could be concluded the student
passed with a mean of 70Yo. Fundamentally, broad based achievement is really nothing

more than a grey scale spectrum. Yet despite this, and the obvious vast differences in

learning style operational definitions and interpretations of accomplishment, the
predictive linkages with academic achievement are conclusive- Author after author
using: diverse inventories, various sample characteristics, multifaceted assessments, and a
cornucopia of methodologies, concluded some factor of linkage to achievement does in

fact exist.

-34As Dunn (1989) explains, 'oeveryone has learning styles and personal
preferences that are the direct result of many influences. Many learning styles are

biological, whereas others are developed through experience; and to suggest that
children should adapt to their teachers' style is to disregard biological nature.
Moreover, when permitted to learn difficult academic information or skills
through their identif,red preferences? children tend to achieve statistically higher
test and attitude scores than when instruction is dissonant with their preferences"

(Dunn, 1989, p. 56).

If the variables could

be improved upon and the methodology honed, a possible

linkage might be attained in regards to weaknesses rather than academic achievement.
Thus, the time has come to conduct research in a specific area
weakness at the middle

of mathematics:

strand

level. What specific mathematical strands do students fail in, and

can these be linked to a personal predictor trait(s)? To understand this, is to equip the

instructor with the tools necessary to effectively target an individual's leaming problem
early, and thus eliminate the need for remediation and retention.
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Chapter IV
Methodology
Introduction
The primary goal of this study, was to determine if commonalities in learning
style traits or personal characteristics [see Table 3], exist among students who exhibit
mathematical stand weakness [see

Tablel]. The original assumption postulated,

some

derivation of learning style [see Table 2] or individual characteristics were a contributing
factor to strand weakness, and thus by understanding the linkages of these factors,
educational professionals could make modifications to both lesson design and delivery.

The Study Will Address the Following Question:
Do learning styles/ individual characteristics correlate with mathematic stand
weaknesses?

Participants in the study

The research study began by examining all 1 12 Team 6C, sixth grade students
attending a Midwestern middle school located in a suburban environment. (The suburb is
a

working class suburban bedroom cornmunity comprised of retail and very light

industry). All students entering rniddle school were randomly assigned to one of three

-36teams, thus each team represents a
student population.

All

l/3 (random representation) of the entire sixth

grade

students are required to be enrolled in a full year of mathematics,

but som e are studying at varying levels, (see Table 10). All classes flrn full year, ffid
meet during 90 minute periods every other day. Some class sessions are held in the

morning, ffid others in the afternoon, (see Table 1l).
Table 10

Table I 1
Book

2(1.85o/o)

42QeW

0(0.0olo)

$$001q)

Extra Math
45min

Pre Book

Female

2(1.85o/o)

Male

3(2.7\o/a)

All
standard

I

Book I

Gender

Gender

AM Math

PM Math

4Q.70%)

Female

r7(L6Yo)

2eQ7W

l9(l8olo)

Male

3s(32%)

27(25Yo\

3

students, no matter what book level in sixth grade, completed the identical

fifth grade curriculum. Within the 112 student population, variations of ethnic

origins and gender do exist (See Table 12).
Table 12
Female

MaIe

Caucasian

African American

Native American

Asian

4',tYo

s3%

97Yo

a.025yo

A.04Yo

0.05%

All
same

students, except those enrolled in the Pre Book

I course, are taught

by the

instructor. Students enrolled in either Book I or Book 3, are using Math Thematics

by Houghton Mifflin curriculum published in 2001.
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Instruments

Measures of Academic Progress Test: (See Table
Northwest Evaluation Association
5885 SW Meadows Road
Suite 200
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

l)

The Measures of Academic Achievement (MAP Test) is produced by Northwest

Evaluation Association NUIEA). The actual test itself was administered via a computer,
linked directly to the internet, and into NWEA's global test bank of 15,000 norm
referenced questions. Each time a student answered incorrectly, the test became easier;
and likewise each time a student answered correctly the test grew

tougher. In this

manner, the student was given an unlimited amount of time to answer somewhere
between (49-52) questions. When finished, the test instantly delineated the mathematical
strand weakness (See Table 1) in terms of

RIT's or Rasch Units (measurements of

individual item difficulty). These values are then used to estimate student achievement.
In essence, RIT scores create both a score and a range of student proficiency level.

-38Dunn, Dunn & Price Learning Inventory: (See Table 2)(Appendix E)
Price Systems, Inc.

Box

1818

Lawrence, KS 66044
The test allows analysis of the conditions under which students in grades 3-12
prefer to learn through an assessment of 22 elements of the instructional environment

(Dunn 1987). These 22 elements are incorporated into 104 dichotomous items in the
inventory. The Learning Style lnventory uses a 5-point Likert scale for students in grades
5-12, and can be completed in 30-40 minutes. Scores on the test can range from a low
20 to a high of

80. A score of 39 or lower indicates

a

of

low preference. A score 40-59

indicates neither a high nor low, and would indicate that it is not part of their style, and a
score 60 and above indicates a strong preference for that particular style. In a recent

comparative analysis of the "style conceptualization and psychometric standards of nine

different instruments that measure learning style instructional preference, the Dunn,
Dunn, and Price was the only one rated as having good or better reliability and validity"

(Curry 1987, p.23).

Classroom Generated Interview Questions: (See Table 3) (Appendix F)
a Midwestern middle school
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Procedure
In conjunction with this sfudy, each student took an achievement test, learning
style inventory, ffid individual characteristics survey. As part of the standard curriculum
at a the school, each student was administered the MAP achievement test in late
September to early October. The data from the MAP assessment, was used to determine

mathematic stand(s) weakness. Also, in direct connection with this study, students were
adrninistered the Dunn, Dunn, and Price Learning Style Inventory and took a 15 question

individual characteristics survey.

Safeguards
To provide utmost protection for students involved in this study, a number

of

precautions were taken. Prior to the start of the project: 1) Approval was sought and
granted by the Augsburg Institutional Review Board (see Appendix

A)

2) A letter

of

consent was secured from a parent/guardian allowing their student to be a part of the

study (see Appendix

C). 3) A letter of consent was secured from the school

administration allowing for the use of confidential student test data (see Appendix B).
During the study: l)The student and data was confidentiality protected by the removing
and replacing each and every name with a randomly assigned numerical

identifier. 2) The

parent/guardian received a full and complete copy of the test results for their particular
student (see Appendix

D). 3) The results of the test or study were in no way connected

with the evaluations, or performance markings at the middle school. 4)The results were
not added to the student's school record/fiIe. 5) Whether opting to be a part of study or

-40not, it in no way affected a student's grades or standing at a Midwestern middle school.
6)

All results were kept confidential by the researcher. 7) After the study is competed, all

data

will

be destroyed on or by July 30'n, 2005 (see Appendix A).

Data Analysis
The data is analyzed using action based and correlation methods.

Action research is a systematic inquiry conducted by teachers researchers
principals, school counselors, other stakeholders in the teaching/learning
environment.... This information is gathered with goals of gaining insight,
developing reflective practice, effecting postive changes in the school
environment, (and on education in general) and improving student outcomes and
the lives of those involved ( Mills, 2003, p. 5).

A correlational study examines the extent to which Differences in one
characteristic or variable is related to differences in one or more other
characteristics or variables. A correlation exists

if when one variable increases,

another increases or decreases in a somewhat predictable fashion" (Leedy, 2005,

p. 181)
It will be displayed in a written summative manner, and will be accompanied by tables,
graphs and charts..
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Summary
In summary, this study involves I 12 sixth grade middle school students, who were
examined via a standardized test of achievement to determine if they exhibited
mathematical strand weakness. Those exhibiting strand weaknesses, wsre then analyzed

for learning styles, individual characteristics, and finally the data was analyzed using
correlation methods to search for commonalities. The goal is to answer the summative
cornerstone question: do relationships exist between learning styles, individual
characteristics, and mathematical strand weakne ss?
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Chapter Y
Results
Introduction
The primary goal of this study is to determine if commonalities exist among
students who exhibit mathematical stand weaknesses [See

Tablel]. To collect the data,

three instruments were used: The Meaflres of Academic Progress Test, used to delineate

individual learning preferred traits; The Dunn, Dunn & Price Learning lnventory, was
used to elicit strand failures and subsequent levels of academic achievement; and a set

of

Classroom Generated lnterview Questions, used to define personal characteristics or traits

not elicited through the Learning Style Assessment.
The primary procedures used to analyze the data were statistical correlations and
action based analyses. It was postulated early on, that a series of trait factors would

contribute to strand weakness irregardless of overall academic achievement rates. These
factors would be discriminated to effect change in the learning environment.

The MAP test was administered to all students as part of the standard assessrnent

curricula in September and October of 20A4, and yielded the mathematical strand
capacities of I 12 sixth grade Team C students at a Midwestern middle school. As such,
each student's broad based final test score is the net result of compiling seven separate
and individual strand scores (Number Sense; Estimation and Computation; Patterns,

-43Functions, and Algebra; Geometry and Spacial Sense; Measurement; Data Analysis
Statistics, and Probability; Problem Solving Reasoning, Proof, and Connections).

All

strand scores are reported individually in RIT, or Rasch units, which measures individual

item difficulty values to determine students' achievement. (A mean calculation of each
subsequent RIT range, determines a single strand value). Weakness in each category was

determined by examining the normed sixth grade mean and median fall scores. This
resulted in a standard (219.00) score cut point. A strand score that fell below the standard
mean and median was considered general weakness. As seen in: Tables 13
Graphs

& 14, and

A - N, the number of students showing weakness ranges from (31 - 51), or (28.7%

- 47 .2%) of the entire sample population. This is quite significant, when the subgroup

of

extreme weakness are notedto range from (14 - 29),or (12%-24%) of the entire sample

population. Across all weakness categories, both the averages (mean) and the medians
are

well below the (219.00) standard cut point.
Mathematical
Reasoning

Number

Estimation /
Computation

Patterns/
Functions

Data

Spatial

Sense

Analysis

Sense

Mean

220.20

218.45

215.89

219.58

226.27

223.63

219.73

Standard Deviation

?'6.37

26.65

25.4r

26"M

27.56

27.44

25.67

Minimum Score

174.00

184.50

174.00

I87.50

194.00

173.50

182.00

ld quartile

2tL-75

209.

t3

207.t3

210.2s

217.00

2t3.63

21t.63

Median

224.25

221.50

219.s0

221.50

726.50

225.25

220.50

3d quartile

230.88

232.50

227.88

231.88

240.s0

238.00

233.00

Maximum score

267.50

255.50

252.00

259.00

274.00

260.50

251.50

Table 13
Full population data;

n:l

Measurement

12

-44Mathematical

Number

Paftems/
Functions

Spatiat

Sense

Estimation
/computation

Data

Reasoning

Analysis

Sense

Students exhibiting
strand weakness

39

5l

49

46

3l

36

4s

Mean

2A6.63

206.49

205.55

207.66

2W.37

207.t&

208.32

Standard Deviation

9.95

9.02

9.82

1.99

7.08

9.58

8.02

Minimum Score

174.00

t84.s0

174.00

r

87.50

194.00

173.s0

182.00

l"tquartile

200.50

r99.00

199.7s

200.88

203.50

203.13

205.50

Median

208.50

209.00

207.00

209.00

2r 1.00

209.75

210.s0

3d Quartile

213.50

214.00

214.00

2t4.2s

2r6.50

216.00

213.75

Maximum score

218.50

218.50

217.s0

218.50

218.00

218.00

218.00

Table 14 Weakness data

A

series of 2025 correlations were conducted yielding a total

Measurement

of 191 significant

values; of which, nine were noted as being strongly signihcant, between (.55 - .9); fortyseven were noted as being moderately significant, between (.31

- .54); and one hundred

thifiy five were found to be weakly significant, between (.15 - .30). Significant
correlations by their very nature represent a relationship, hut never causation between two

variables. Since the primary focus of this research is to ascertain the components
necessary to improve test scores, only the side that directly corresponds to the qualities
associated with improving test scores
nonetheless, the

will

be discussed in the following section;

full correlational relationship is extremely vital

full discussion in the sunmary section. It should

and

will

be taken into a

also be noted that correlations never

dictate causation, but rather formulate possible relationships between the variables. To
delineate the results in the clearest and most concise manner possible, the following
analysis is apportioned into two rnain sections: I ) a seven category analysis directly

aligned with the seven weakness strands of mathematics 2) a detailed analysis of all
learning styles and characteristics.
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Weakness

Ilata Analyzed Through the

Seven Strands of Mathematics

Mathematical Reasoning
Within the mathematical reasoning strand, students are expected to demonstrate
their ability to solve a variety of simple and multi-step problems using methods such as:
guess and check, logical reasoning, and

tested this strand, 39

working backwards. Of the 112 students who

fell below the (219.00) cut point. The strand's mean was (220.20),

with a standard deviation of (26.37). The minimum score obtained was (174.00), and the
maximum was (267.00). The median score was (230.88) (See Graph A and

B). Overall,

the students who fell below the (219.00) cut point exhibited significant strand skill
deficiencies; and as a group, they can best be described by their preferences and
characteristics that yielded significant correlational relationshipr. Thus, the following
analysis is correlated or aligned with what produced the best scores for those 39 students.

This strand produced a single strong correlation between better test scores and
playing a musical instrument (.746); in other words, students scored better if they
reported playing some type of rnusical instrument. Students showed a (.336) moderate

correlation with classroom light illumination levels. That is to say, students who
preferred brighter light levels also scored better. A moderate correation (-.315) was

found in relation to learning through a variety of instructional methods; students tended to
score better with limited instrustion variation. These students also showed a moderate

(.327) with learning through auditory means; in other words, those students who scored
better preferred auditory input.
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endersofl-Oarfittg tlormality Test

A-quared
tsValue <

1.41

0.005
206.63

l,lean

SDev

9.95
99.06
-1.55269

Variarrce
Ske'rness

Krrrtmb

2.85970
39

N

180

2r0

200

190

Minimum

17,1.00

lst Quartle

200.50

l,ledian

20s.50

3rd Qtartile

213.50
218.s0

Maximum

95% Confideme interval

203.40

ftr

Mean

208.8s

95% ConfiderE Inbnral fur l.tedian

205.5()
95rys

95tlb Confidence Interrals

m6

20{

208

211.56

Oonffiefice Intenal for StDer

8.13

12.83

212

210

Graph A (Weakness Subjects)

Arderson0arling i,lumality Test

A-fiuared 7.16
P-Val.rc <
0.005
Hean

SDs/
Variance

220.20
25-37

Slte*iness

695.45
-5.4846

Kufu,sb

45.4761

N
Minimum

m

120

160

200

240

..--ER-

108

0.00

lst Quafiile
l.ledhn

211"75
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230.88

Maximum

267.50

u4,25

95% Confidence Interml fur Mean

-

215.17

225.23

95% CDonderm Interml fur liledan

219.68
ll5Bt Coltfidence InterYals

2326

2,5.0

Graph B (Al1 Subjects)

226.32

95% Cmfid€ffe InEn al

21?.5

furSDtr

30.45
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For these students, a moderate (.331) correlation was found with a preference to afternoon
classes. These students also showed a moderate negative (-.3a9) relationship with the
number of siblings living at home; in other words, students who scored better had fewer

siblings living with them. These students also scored better, the better they felt about
mathematics (.373), as well as if they perceived having control over their class grade

(.421).

Students who scored better correlated with a larger number of schools they were

enrolled in from kindergarten to sixth grade (.365). They also did better with the fewer
number of days missed (-.545). They also scored better, the more they felt their parents
cared about how they did in school (.316). These students also weakly correlated better
scores

with having their learning environment set at a warm temperature (.288); they

preferred a formal lesson design (.187); they rated themselves as being persistent (.256),
and responsible (.186). These students also preferred to leam without authority figures

present (-.174),to learn not by visual means (-.218), and instead preferred tactile means

(.170). These students also preferred evening learning (.232) versus morning; but given
moming, they preferred late morning (.179). They also preferred having mobility as part
of the daily school lessons (.275). Finally, these students correlated better scores with
their desire to attend college in the future (.216).
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Number Sense
Within the number sense strand, students were expected to exhibit knowledge in working
with ratios, proportions, fractions-decimal relationships, exponents,

as

well as number

theory, place value, and the relationships between numbers. Of the I 12 students who
tested this strand,

5

1

fell below the (219.00) cut point. The strand's mean was (21 8.45),

with a standard deviation of (26.65). The minimum score obtained was (184.00), and the
maximum (255.5). The median score was221.50 (See Graphs C and
students who

D). Overall, the

fell below the (219.00) cut point exhibited significant strand skill

deficiencies; and as a group. The following analysis is correlated or aligned with what
produced better scores for those 51 students.

A borderline strong negative correlation of (-.566) was found with not wanting to
attend college someday; that is to say, those students who wanted to attend college in the

future scored better than those who did not. Those students who did better, also tended to
prefer a more standard, patterned, and formal instructional method; a moderate (.430) was

correlated. They also rated themselves as being persistent in their studies with a moderate
(.401) correlation, and also preferred the absence of authority figures in their learning
environment, a moderate (-.315). Better scores also correlated moderately with: late

morning learning (.378), or late afternoon leaming (.431), and less tactile instructional
methods (-.345). These students also did better with being involved in playing a musical
instrument, a moderate (.367). They also exhibited a moderate (.350) with keeping their

locker organized and neat. Superior scores also aligned weakly with a preference for
brighter light illumination (.215) and a warrn classroom temperature (.221).
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Number Sense

Arderson-Darling Normality Test

A-Squared 1.58
FValm <
0.005
206.49
9.02

l,tean

SDev

81.29

Variance
Skanvness

-0.793957

Kurtosis

-0.383277
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209.03
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205.50

212.00
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204
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11.21
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0.005
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Graph D
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-50Students who scored better also rated themselves high in personal motivation, a weak

(.281), and felt they were responsible and conforming, a weak (.290). Those who did
better also preferred to study alone, a weak (-.175), preferred less instructional structure, a
weak (.215), and preferred morning learningto afternoon, aweak (.296). Males tended

to demonstrate better scores than did females, a weak (.160). Students correlated feelings
of being in control of their grade, a weak (.215),and feeling 'good at mathematics', a
weak (.234), and choosing to study on their own accord, a weak (.219.00). These
students also scored better, the larger the number of school settings they've attended since

kindergarten, a weak (.224). They also seemed to do better, the more they were involved

in an after school sport/club/activity, a weak (.190), also if they perceived their parents
cared about how they did in school, a weak (.182).
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Estimation and Computation
Within the estimation and computation strand, students are expected to
demonstrate their ability to solve a variety of simple and multi-step problems, using

addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, rounding of whole numbers, performing
computations using fractions, decimals, percentages, positive, and negative numbers. Of

the I l2 students who tested this strand,49 fell below the (219.00) cut point. The strand's
mean was (215.89), with a standard deviation

of (25.41),

The minimum score obtained

was (174.00), andthe maximum (252.00), The median score was (219.50) (See Graphs E
and

F). Overall, the students who fell below the (219.00) cut point exhibited significant

strand skill deficiencies. The following analysis is correlated or aligned with what
produced better

,"or*, for those 49 students.

The strongest correlation within this strand was a borderline

(-.5a|, denoting

a

negative connection with school absenteeism. That is to say, students scored better the
less time they were absent

from school, and worse the more time they were absent.

Students also displayed better scores when they reported they had a clean and neat locker,
a moderate (.350), played a musical instmment, a moderate (.475), and

felt they had

a

personal control over their class grade, a moderate (,349). Moderate correlations also
existed between better scores and how students felt they were skilled at mathematics
(.335), if felt they had earned "good" grades last year (.324), and if they were persistent in

their school work (.329). These same students also scored better with the fewer siblings
they had living with them at home {.367).
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-53They also showed better scores correlated with a preference towards auditory instruction,
a moderate (.321),

having sound in the learning environment, a weak (.204), and having a

warm classroom temperature, a weak (.178). They also rated themselves high in personal
motivation to get things done (.166), being responsible and conforming, a weak (.225).
These students also preferred not to learn through visual means, a weak (-.262), but rather
instead preferred to be engaged in kinesthetic body motion instruction, a weak (.153).

They also weakly correlated better scores with a preference for morning learning (.280),
and

living in fewer different locations from kindergarten to sixth grade (.222). Those

who scored better also correlated weakly with how they perceived their parents caring
about how they were doing in school (-.182).
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Patterns, Functions, and Algebra
Within the patterns, functions, and algebra strand, students are expected to
demonstrate their ability to solve a variety of simple and multi-step problems

utilizing

patterns, functions, equations, order of operations, properties, simplifyirrg expressions and
algebra based problems. Of the I 12 students who tested this strand, 46 fell below the
(219.00) cut point. The strand's mean was (219.58), with a standard deviation of (26.04).
The minimum score obtained was (187.50), and the maximum {267 .00). The median
score was (259.00) (See Graphs G and

H). Overall,

students who fell belowthe (219.00)

cut point exhibited some strand skill deficiencies; and as a group, they can best be
described by their preferences and characteristics that yielded significant correlational

relationship. The follo*irg analysis is correlated or aligned with what produced better
scores for those 46 students.

No strong correlations were found within this strand, subsequently only moderate
and weak alignments are noted. Students within this strand correlated better test scores

with not preferring auditory instructional input,

a moderate

(-.381), but instead favoring

visual instructional input, a moderate (.413). Those who scored better also correlated
moderately with not liking school, a moderate (.378), preferring bright illumination of the

instructional environment, a weak (.155), preferring the classroom to be have a wa.rrn
temperature, a weak (.160), and preferrirrg lessons to be formal and structured, a weak

(.256). They also rated themselves low in personal motivation,

a weak (-.289).
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-56They also weakly correlated better scores with a preference for a highly structured
learning environment, a weak (.256),learning alone, a weak (-.298). They also preferred

to not have authority figures around while they are learning, a weak (-.23 1). Moreover,
they preferred: not to learn in a variety of ways, a weak (-.273),preferred not to have

kinesthetic instruction, aweak (-.161), but did prefer afternoon instruction, aweak (.2S1).
They are not motivated by their parents, a weak (-.246), or their teacher, a weak (-.228).

In this strand, more males did better than females, a weak (-.235), and better scores
aligned with fewer siblings living with them at home, a weak (-.237). They also tended to
do better the more parents/step parents they have, a weak (.295). Better scores also

correlated weakly with self reported better mathematic grades last year, a weak ( -.237).
These students, who did better, also tended to correlate with not studying on their own

accord, a weak (.241), and attending a larger number of different schools since
kindergarten, a weak (.171). They also correlated better scores with their level

of

perception concerning if their parents cared about how they did in school, a weak (.236).
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Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability
Within the data analysis, statistics, ffid probability strand, students are expected to
demonstrate their ability to solve a variety of simple and multi-step problems, utili zing
and determining the mathematical probability of events; interpreting and predicting

information from charts tables and graphs, and calculate measurements of central
tenancy. Of the 112 students who tested this strand, 31 fell below the (219.00) cut point.
The strand's mean was (226.27), with a standard deviation of (27.56). The minimum
score obtained was (194.00), and the maximum (274.00). The median score was (226.50)
(See Graph I and
strand

J). Overall, the students who fell belowthe (219.00) cutpoint exhibited

skill deficiencies; and

as a group, they can best be described by their preferences

and characteristics that yielded significant correlational relationship. The

follo*irg

analysis is correlated or aligned with what produced better scores for those 31 students.
Four strong and significant correlations were found between better scores and
students' preference for a bright illuminated learring environment (.654), a warrn
classroom temperature (.505), and receiving instruction in a formal manner (.574). A
strong correlation was also found between better scores and playing a musical instrument

(.526). These students also correlated moderate values between better scores and their
preferences for morning learning over evening, a moderate (.416). They also preferred
Iater morning, a moderate (.553) to early morning, but generally preferred afternoon

instruction, a moderate (.393).
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-59They also preferred mobility in their learning, a moderate (.393), and are not motivated by
parents, a moderate (-.358), or teachers, a moderate (-.314). These students also

moderately correlated better scores with being in an after school sport or club, a moderate

(.335), and missing fewer days of school Iast yeffi, a moderate (-.a45). These students
were also weakly correlated with a low self perception of motivation, a weak

(-.229),bfi

yet saw themselves as persistent in their studies, a weak (.220). They also correlated
better scores with lowclassroom structure, aweak (.193), and didnot like instruction
being offered in a variety of novel ways, a weak {-.247). These students also preferred
learning via visual input, a weak (.166). They also preferred to have food intake during
learning, a weak {.207). Females weakly did better than males in this strand, a weak

(.226). Lower grades last year, correlated weakly with better scores this year, a weak
(.201). Moreover, "not liking school" correlated weakly with better test scores, a weak
(.294). These students also weakly correlated better scores to perceiving their parents did
care about how they do in school, a weak (.295).
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Geometry and Spacial Sense

Within the geometry and spacial sense strand, students are expected to
demonstrate their knowledge of two and three dimensional objects, points, lines, rays, and
angles, including: congruence, similarities, transformations, and solving problerns dealing

with perimeter, circumference, areq and volume. Of the 112 students who tested this
strand,36 fell belowthe (219.00) cutpoint. The strand's meanwas (223.63), with a
standard deviation of (27 .44). The minimum score obtained was

(l 73.50), and the

maxirnum (260.50). The median score was 225.25 (See Graph K and
students who

L). Overall, the

fell below the (219.00) cut point exhibited significant strand skill

deficiencies; and as a group, they can best be described by their preferences and
characteristics that yielded significant correlational relationship. The following analysis
is correlated or aligned with what produced better scores for those 36 students.
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These students strongly correlated test results with how many schools they have
attended since kindergarten

(.562). Moderate correlations were found between better

scores and a preference for a wafin temperature learning environment (.351), and a formal

instructional setting (.394). They also moderately correlated better scores with a self
rating of being highly persistent (.494) and being responsible (.3SS). They also preferred
not to learn by a variety of instructional methods, a moderate (-.394), or by visual means,
a moderate

(-.443). They also moderately correlated better scores with playrng a musical

instrument, a moderate (.377), and learning in the afternoon, a moderate (.546). These
students were also were impacted by their perceptions of parental care concerning their

school work, and thus moderately correlated it with good test scores (.337). These
students also weakly correlated their better scores with a preference for sound in the

learning environment, a weak (.246),bright illumination of the learning environment
{.266), having little structure within the instructional setting, a weak (-.162), and preferred

-62not to have authority figures present, a weak (-.209). They also preferred to have

instructional input via auditory modes, a weak (.284), kinesthetic modes, a weak (.263),
but not to incorporate snack time in during instruction, a weak (-.244). They also
preferred to engage in mobility while learning, a weak (.264). Females weakly correlated
better scores in this skand than did males, a weak (.15S). Th*y also weakly correlated
better scores with having fewer siblings living with them at home, a weak (-.253), and

having more parents/step parents, a weak (.280). Weak correlations also existed between
test scores and the perception they are good at mathematics (-.262) and had sontrol over

their class grade (-.184). These students also weakly correlated their better scores with
not being involved in an after school sport or club, a weak (.294), missing fewer school
days, a weak (-.278), and not wanting to go to college somedily, zweak (.164).
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Measurement

Within the mathematical measurement strand, students are expected to
demonstrate their ability to solve a variety of simple and multi-step problems, using
customary and metric units of measure (including time, money, temperature, and weight)
and using both calculations and estimating measurements. Of the I 12 students who

testedthis strand,45 fell belowthe (219.00) cutpoint. The strand's meanwas (219.73),

with a standard deviation of (25.67). The minimum score obtained was (182.00), and the
maximum (251.50). The median score was (220.50) (See Graph M andN). Overall, the
students who fell below the (219.00) cut point exhibited significant strand

skill

deficiencies; and as a group, they can best be described by their preferences and
characteristics that yielded significant correlational relationship. The following analysis
is correlated or aligned with what produced better scores for those 45 students.

Only moderate and weak correlations were found within this strand. Moderate
correlations were found with students preferring to learn alone (-.323), and preferred
evening to morning to learn (-.337). These students also weakly correlated better scores

with a quiet learning environment, a weak (-.212), and a formal instructional setting,

a

weak (.193). They rated themselves as persistent, a weak (.235), responsible and

conforming (.266). They preferred lots of structure in lesson design, a weak (.175), and
not learning via a variety of unique and novel ways, a weak (-.197).
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-65They preferred not receiving instruction through auditory means, a weak {-.2I5), and to
have late moming instruction, a weak (-.267). These students also tended to weakly

correlate better scores with having fewer siblings living at home with them, a weak (.227), studying on own accord, a weak (.270), and attending more different educational
settings since kindergarten, a weak (.275). They also correlated not being involved in an
after school club or sport, a weak (.227), heing absent more days last year, a weak (.I72),
and having their locker neat and organized with better test scores (.197).
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Weakness Ilata Analyzed Through Learning Style and

Individ ual C haracteristics

The primary intent of this study was to determine

if

any conlmonalities existed

irmong students who displayed weakness in a particular strand of mathematics; and then,

to systematically isolate the factors for the direct purpose modifying an#or improving the
educational delivery model. It was postulated early on, that many students who normally

exhibit an aggregate passing score may in fact have an underlying strand failure or two;
and likewise, students who exhibit an aggregate failing scores may in fact have a strand or

two of strength. The data resoundingly supported this postulation, citing solid
heterogeneous groupings across all seven weakness strands. Only 5 out

of 112 or

4.4Yo

of

all students tested exhibited weakness across all strands. Thus, it further implores the
question: what are the cofilmonalities amongst those students who do, in fact, fail a

strand? To further understand these commonalities a cross comparison is also made with
the general of full population of 112 students. As such, the following section is divided

into 38 separate sections aligned to each of assessed learning style preferences and
characteristics.
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Table

15

Correalational Strand Anal

S

le

Noise Level

Students who displayed weaknesses in estimation, computations, and
spacial sense tended to correlated better scores with a preference for
environmental sounds {29%); and students in measurement tended to prefer
the absence of environmental noise (29%). ln the full population, math
reasoning number sense, and measurement all correlated better scores with
a preference for environmental noise (43%)-

Light Level

students who displayed weakness in math reasoning, number sense,
patterns, functions, data analysis, and spacial sense all correlated better
scores with brighter classroom lighting (36%). In the full population, only
data analysis produced a positive correlation with brighter light levels

(14%).

Temperature

Sfudents who displayed weaknesses in: math reasoning, numher sense,

estimation and computations, patterns functions, data analysis, and spacial
sense correlated better scores

with a warner temperature (86%). In the full

population, only patterns and functions produced a positive correlation with
classroom warmth (14%).

Design

Students who displayed weaknesses in: math reasoning, number sense,
pafferns functions, data analysis, spacial sense, and measurement all
correlated better scores with a more formal design of the classroom (86%).
In the full population: math reasoning, number sense, and data analysis
produced significant correlations all towards a more formal design (43%).

Motivation

Sfudents who displayed weaknesses in number sense, estimation and
computations all correlated higher personal motivation with better test
scores (29%). Students in: pafferns, functions, and data analysis all
correlated better test scores with low personal motivation (29%). In the full
population, no significant correlations were found (0%).

Persistenee

Students who exhibited weakness in all strands except patterns and
functions correlated better test scores with a more personal persistence in
school work- In the full population, all stands, or 10004 exhibited personal
persistence with better test scores. Overall in the weakness categories, 867o
rated themselves as persisten! and l4Yo had no opinion.

Responsible/

Students who displayed weaknesses in: number sense, estimation and

Conforming

computations, spacial sense, and measuremen! all correlated personal
responsibility with better test scores (57%). In the full population, no
significant correlations are present (0%).

Structure

Sfudents who exhibited weaknesses in: number sense, data analysis, and
spacial sense all correlated better scores to less sfructure (43%). Those in
patterns function, and measurement all correlated better scorss to an
increased structure {29%). In the full population, all strands produced
varying degrees of correlation towards less strucfure, only the patterns and
functions strands were insignificant in value (S6-100% ).
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Learning
Alone

All

students who exhibited some form of sfiand weakness correlated better
scores to learning alone, yet only: number sense, pattern functions, ffid

measurement were within the significant range (43-100%). In the full
population (86%) of the strands correlated better test scores with learning alone,
yet it was only data analysis, spacial sense, and measurement that were within
the significant ftmge (43%).

Authority
Figures
Present

Every category, in both full population and weakness strands, produced varying
degrees of correlations that aligned better scores with having no authority
figures present while learning. However, in the full population only the number
sense strand was significant (14%). In the weakness category, only number
sense, math reasoning, patterns and firnctions, and measurement were
numerically valued signific ant (57%).

Several
Ways

Across every category, in both the full population and weakness strands
produced, except in the full population's measurement strand, produced varying
degrees of correlation with not learning via multiple ways. In other words,
students learn in certain 'static' ways rather than by varying methods. In the
full population, no values fell within the significant range. In the weakness
a.r.ea= math reasoning, pattern functions, data analysis, spacial sense, and
measurement all correlated within the significant range.

Auditory

Students who exhibit strand weaknesses in: math reasoning, estimation and
computations, and spacial sense all correlated better scores with a preference
towards auditory inputs (43%). Those in: pattern functions and measurement
categories, correlated leaming au/ay from auditory input (zg%). In the full
population, the results were widely mixed, and only data analysis produced a
significant correlation away from auditory inputs (14%).

YisuaI

Students who exhibited strand failure in: math reasoning, estimation and
computations, and spacial sense strands correlated better scores with a
preference away from visual inputs (43%). Only patterns, functions, and data
analysis had significant correlations between better test scores and visual input
preference {29%). In the full population, all but one strand produced correlation
values for visual inputs, but only measurement, data analysis, and patterns
functions fell within the significant range g3%).

Tactile

Students who exhibited strand failure in number sense, correlated with less
tactile instruction (14%). All other strands were mixed and insignificant in
value- In the full population, all values tended towards more tactile instruction,
but none were significant in value.
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Kinesthetic

Students exhibiting strand failure in: math reasoning estimation and
computations, and spacial sense all correlated better scores with a preference
for kinesthetic inputs (43%). Only patterns functions correlated a preference
for not learning in kinesthetic means (la%). In the full population, most
values despite being insignificant except for estimation and computations,
tended to correlate for more kinesthetic leaming (la%-100%).

Intake

Students who exhibited a weakness in data analysis correlated a preference
for, and spacial sense correlated a prefenence ways from intake during
learning. In the full population, all values fell within the significant range,
and presented a mixed picture as to preference either way.

Time of
Day

Sfudents who showed strand weaknesses in: math reasoning, number sense,
estimation and computations, data analysis correlated a preference for evening
learning (57%). O.rly data analysis and measurement showed a preference
towards morning learning (14%). In the full population, the significant values
were also mixed. Those in the patterns and function strand showed a
preference for morning, and those in the measurement strand showed a
preference for evening learning-

Late
Morning

Sfudents who displayed weaknesses in: math reasoning, number sense, and
data analysis correlated better test scores with a preference for late morning
(43%), and those in the measurement strand correlated a preference a\Hay
from learning in the late morning (1a%). Students in the full population,
produced a mixed and insignificant correlations as towards a preference either
way-

Afternoon

All

Mobitity

Preference for mobility in the learning model, was mixed across all categories
(weakness or success). Those sfudents in the weakness strands of math:
reasoning, data analysis, and spacial sense all correlated better test scores with
a preference for mobility within the lesson desigu. In the full population, the
results were insignificant and highly mixed, presenting inconclusive
preferences either way.

Parent
Motivation

The parent motivational impacts on student learning, were also mixed across
all categories (weak and successful). Students who exhibited strand weakness
in: patterns and data analysis, correlated better test scores with a low parental
impact on motivating them in school. In the full population, the values were
insignificant and highly mixed.

students across all categories (weak or successful), significant or
insignificant values, all showed a tendency for learning in the afternoon.
Those students who indicated a specific weakness in math: reasoning number
sense, data analysis, spacial sense all correlated significant values for
afternoon learning.
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Teacher

Motivation

Teacher motivational impacts on student learning, tended to correlate mixed
results. In the full population, all values pointed to a teacher having a low
impact on students' motivation. In estimation computation, and data analysis
strands, they correlated strongly for the teacher having a low impact.
Likewise, across every weakness strand, the preferences was mixed. Only
sfudents in the patterns functions, ffid data analysis, correlated a significant
value for the teacher having a low impact.

MaIe Female

Results were mixed across all categories (weak and successful). In the
weakness shands: only number sense and patterns functions correlated with
males; data analysis and spacial sense correlated with females scoring better
on tests. In the full population, only one significant correlation existed:
number sense strand, favoring males to do better.

Numher of
Siblings

Sfudents in all categories, weak and strong, correlated better test scores with
having fewer siblings. Across the weakness and successful strands only
number sense, and data analysis were insignificant.

Number of
Parents

sfudents in the weakness strands of: pattern, functions, and algebra,
correlated better test scores with having more parents. All others were mixed
and insignificant. In the full population, the results were mixed and
insignificant but tended to favor fewer parents.with better test scores.

Grades Last
Year in
Mathematics

Students in the full population, correlated resoundingly across all sfiands
better test scores, with better grades from last year; whereas, students in the
weakness strands reported mixed results. Those who exhibited strand failure
in estimation and computations and pattern functions correlated better
grades last year with better test results. Only data analysis correlated better
scores with worse grades lait year. All other weakness strands were mixed
in tendency and fell within the insignificant range.

Perceived
Strength in
Mathematics

Students across all catogories, with one minor insignificant correlation in the
pafferns functions strand, correlated better test scores with perceived
skength in mathematics. All values within the full population were
significant except for the pattern functions strand. In the weakness category,
all values except pattern functions favored perceived strength, and all were
significant except patterns functions and data analysis.

Perceived

Students across all categories (weak and strong) except for patterns
functions in the weakness category, tended to correlate better scores with
perceived control on class grade. All values in the full population were
significant except for the pattern functions strand and number sense strands.
In the weakness category, all values except pattern functions favored
perceived control of class grade. Measurement and data values, despite
having tendency, fell within the insignificant range. Overall, the tendency
was to correlate better test results with perceived control.

Control of
Grade
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Study On
Own Accord

Sfudents across all categories, except patterns functions in just the weakness
strand, tended to correlate better scores with a self directed study. All
values in the full population, were significant except for the pattern
functions strand. All values in the weakness strand, except for patterns and
functions, which correlated with outside determination of study, correlated
better test scores with self determinating study. However, only number
sense and measurement fell with the significant range.

The Numher of
Schools
Attended Since

Kindergarten

The Number

Different Places
Lived Since
Kindergarten

Students across all categories tended to correlate beffer test scores with
having attended mors schools since kindergarten. Students who
exhibited strand weaknesses correlated better scores with math
reasoning, number sense, patterns functions, spacial sense, and
measurement strands. In the general population, all categories except
patterns firnctions significantly correlated beffer test scores with having
attended larger numbers of schools since kindergarten.
Students exhibiting strand weakness in only estimation and
computations significantly correlated better test scores with the number
of places lived since kindergarten(29%). All other strands in both the
weakness and successful categories were insignificant and presented
mixed results.

Do You Like
School?

Students exhibiting strand failure in only pattern functions and data
analysis correlated better test scores with not liking school (29%). All
others in the weakness and general populations, correlated insignificant
and mixed results.

Involvement in
an After School
Club or Sport

Students exhibiting strand failure in number sense, spacial sense, and
measurement correlated better scores with not being involved in a sport
or club (37%); and students in data analysis correlated the opposite
(14%). In the general population, the overall tendency was for beffer
scores correlating with involvement in after school sports or clubs, but
only math reasoning and spacial sense correlated within the significant
range.

Playing an
Instrument

All

sfudents across all categories weak and successful, correlated better
scores with playing a music instrument, with only one exception in the

weakness strand of measurement which correlated with not playing an

instrument.

Absenteeism
Last Year

All

students, across the general population correlated better test scores

with fewer absences. Sfudents who exhibited weakness in math
reasoning estimation and computations, data analysis, and spacial sense
correlated with better test scores; whereas, students in measurement
correlated better test scores with being absent more often.
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0rganized
Locker

All

sfudents across the general population correlated better test scores
a clean and neat locker. Students who exhibited weakness
correlated better test scores with number sense and measurement
strands. All other strands were mixed or insignificant to draw any

with having

conclusions from.

Perceived
Parental Care
Concerning
School \ilork

All

Interest in
Attending
College in the
Future

Students who exhibited strand weakness in number sense correlated
beffer test scores with attending college someday Oa%); whereas,
student in the math reasoning and spacial sense correlated not attending
college (29%). In the full population, only the measurement strand
correlated with attending college. All others in all categories yielded
mixed and insignificant results.

sfudents, in all categories, across every strand both weak and strong,
significantly correlated better scores with a perceived parental care
ahout how they are doing in school.
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Chapter VI
Conclusions / Recommendations
Introduction
Fundamentally, this sfudy was established to examine an often overlooked
segment of the student population, those who exhibit mathematical strand weakness. The

primary goal was to determine if commonalities existed amongst those students within
and across seven strands of mathematics.

A detailed analysis of the test data

resoundingly supported the initial postulation of heterogeneous groupings within and
across all seven strands. Only 5 out

of 112 students (a-5%) were represented across all

seven strands. In other words, the students represented in any given weakness strand

consisted of very diverse overall aggregate score and ability levels, and did not mirror any
single identifiable group or skill level. The data further supported this initial conjecture,
by presenting stronger and more significant correlations than were represented in the
general population. This essentially further implored the question: What do these

individuals, within a single weakness strand, have in common? By systematically
examining each and every strand for commonalities, ffid then running 2,A25 inter and
cross correlations between test scores, learning styles, and individual preferences, the

findings started to emerge. As educators, the quest to improve student performance has
become a paramount issue; and by understanding what these students need and prefer,

really empowers the educators. Over the next few pages, a comprehensive outline of the

all the significant correlations found with the weakness strands can be viewed.
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Weakness Strand Conclusions
Mathematical Reasoning
Students struggling in the mathematical reasoning strand, ffi€ having

difficulty in

their ability to solve a variety of simple and multi-step problems utilizing methods such
as: guess and check, logical reasoning, and working backwards. As such, the 39 students

exhibiting strand weakness correlated significantly their superior tests scores with the

following trait preferences :

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Atmosphere:
a. Having bright illuminating lights in the classroom (.336).
b. Warm temperature (.2S8).
c. A formal design (.187).
d. Having no authority figures present (.174)
Described themselves as:
a- Persistent (.256).
b. Responsible (.1S6).
They prefer an instructional mode that is:
a. Auditory (.327).
b. Not visual (.21 8).
c. Tactile (.170).
d. Provides opporruniry for mobility (.ZtS).
e. Is not taught in a variety of ways (.3 t 5).
They prefer:
a. Morning over evening (.232)
b. Late morning to early moming (.l Tg)
c. Afternoon classes (.331).
Personal lndicators:
a. Fewer siblings living with them at home (.349).
b. Good feelings about the subject of math (.373).
c. Feeling in control of their math grade (.421).
d. Playing a musical instrument (.746).
e. Missing fewer days of school (.545).
f.
Felt parents cared about how they did in school (.3r6).
g. Planning on attending college (.216).
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Number Sense
Students struggling in the number sense strand are finding the work with ratios,

proportions, fractions-decimal relationship*, exponents, ffi well as number theory, place
value, and the relationships between numbers difficult.
The

5l

students exhibiting strand weakness correlated superior scores to these following

traits:

1

Atmosphere:
Having bright illuminating lights in the classroom (.215).
Warm temperature (.221).
Formal design (.430).
Described themselves as:
a. Highly motivated (.218).
b. Persistent (.401).
c. Responsible (.290).
They prefer an instructional mode that is:
a. Little skucture (.215).
b. Learning alone (.175).
c. No authority figures present (.315).
d. No tactile experiences (.345).
They prefer:
a. Late morning to early morning (.3T8).
b. Generally prefer afternoon learning (.a13).
Personal Indicators:
a.
Males did better than did females (.160).
b.
Good feelings about the subject of math (.234).
c.
Feeling in control of their math grade (.215).
d.
Self determining study times (.219).
e.
Attending larger nurnbers of schools since kindergarten (,224).
f.
Keeping a neat and clean locker (.350).
0
Not joining an after school sport or club (.190).
b'
h.
Feeling parents cared about how they did in school (.182).
i.
Planning on attending college (.566).
Playing a musical instrument (.367)

a.
b.
c.

2

a

J

4

5

j
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Estimation and Computation
Students who struggle in the estimation and computational strand are having

difficulty with using addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, rounding of whole
numbers, performing computations using fractions, decimals, percentages, positive, ffid
negative numbers
The 49 students exhibiting strand weakness correlated superior scores to these following
traits:
1

2

4

J

4
5

Atmosphere:
a. A noisier sound filled classroom (.26$.
b. Warm temperature (. 178).
Described themselves as:
a. Highly motivated (. 166).
b. Persistent (.329).
c. Responsible (.225).
They prefer an instructional mode that is:
a. Auditory (.321).
b. Not visual (.262).
c. Kinesthetic (.153).
They prefer:
a. Morning over evening (.280).
Personal Indicators:
a. Fewer siblings living with them at home (.367).
b. Better grades last year in math (.325).
c. Good feelings about the subject of math (.335).
d. Feeling in control of their math grade (.349).
e. Fewer places called home since kindergarten (.222).
f,
Playing a musical instrument (.475).
g. Missing fewer days of school (.547).
h. Neat clean locker(.350).
i.
Felt parent cared about how they did in school (.182).

-77Patternsn Functions, and Algebra
Students who struggle in the patterns, functions, and algebra strand are having

difficulty solving problems that utilize patterns, functions, equations, order of operations,
properties, simplifuing expressions and algebra based problems. The 46 students

exhibiting strand weakness correlated superior scores to these following traits:

1

2

J

4
5

6

Atmosphere:
a. Having bright illuminating lights in the classroom (.155).
b. Warm temperature (.160).
c. Formal design (.256).
Described themselves as:
a. Low motivated (.289).
b. Like to learn alone (.298).
They prefer an instructional mode that is:
a. Provides lots of structure (.256).
b. No authority figures around (231).
c. Auditory (.381).
d. Visual (.431).
e. Not Kinesthetic (.161).
f.
Is not taught in a variety of ways ("273).
They prefer:
a. Afternoon learning (.2S1).
They are:
a. Not motivated by parents (.2a6).
b. Not motivated by teachers (.228).
Personal Indicators:
a. Males did better than females (.235).
b. Fewer siblings living with them at home (.237).
c. Having more parents/step parents (.295).
d. Good grade last year in mathernatics (.237).
e. Does not study on own accord, must be asked to (.241).
f.
Attending larger numbers of schools since kindergarten (. I 7l ).
g. Did not like school (.378).
h. Feeling parents cared about how they did in school (.236).
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Data Analysis
Student who struggle within this strand are having difficulty solving a variety

of

simple and multi-step problems, utilizing and determining the mathematical probability
of events; interpreting and predicting information from charts tables and graphs, and
calculate measurements of central tenancy.

The 3l students exhibiting strand weakness correlated superior scores to the following
traits
1

2

a

J

4

5

6

Atmosphere:
a. Having bright illuminating lights in the classroom (.65a).
b. Warm temperature (.505).
c. Formal design (.574).
Described themselves as:
a. Low personal motivation (.229).
b. Persistent (.220).
They prefer an instructional mode that is:
a. Structured (. 166).
b. Is not taught in a variety of ways (.247).
c" Visual (.166).
d. Provides opportunity to eat food (.207).
They prefer:
a. Morning over evening (.416).
b. Late morning to early rnoming (.553).
c. Given a choice prefer afternoon learning (.3a3).
They are:
a. Not motivated by parents (.31a).
b. Not motivated by teachers (.358).
Personal Indicators:
a. Females did better than did males (.226).
b. Having low grades last yeff (.201).
c. Do not like school (.29a).
d. Involvement in an after school club or sport (.335).
e. Playing a musical instrument (.526).
f.
Missing fewer days of school (.445).
g. Felt parents cared how they did in school (.295).
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Spacial Sense and Geometry
Students who struggle within this strand are having

difficulty with comprehending

the properties of two and three dimensional objects, points, lines, rays, and angles,

including congruence, similarities, transformations, and solving problems dealing with
perimeter, circumference, arc4- and volume. The 36 students exhibiting strand weakness
correlated superior soores to these following traits:
1

2

n

J

4
5

Atmosphere:
a. A noisier sound filled classroom (.2a6).
b. Having bright illuminating lights in the classroom (.266).
c. Warm temperature (.3 5 1).
d. Formal design (.394).
e. No authority figures present (.299).
Described themselves as:
a. Persistent (.494).
b. Responsible (.388).
They prefer an instructional mode that is:
a. Provides lifile structure (.620).
b. Is not taught in a variety of ways (.394).
c. Auditory (.284).
d. Not visual (.aal.
e. Kinesthetic (.263).
f.
Does not allow for food intake such as a snack(.244).
g. Provides opportunity for mobility (.264).
They prefer:
a. No afternoon learning (.5a6).
Personal lndicators:
a. Less siblings living with them at home (.253)
b. More parents/step parents (.280)
c. Good feelings about the subject of math (.262).
d. Feeling in control of their math grade (.184)
e. More schools attended since kindergarten (.562).
f.
Not being in a after school sport or club (.294).
g. Playing a musical instrument (.377).
h. Missed fewer days of school (.278).
i.
Feeling parents cared about how they did in school (.337).
j.
Did not plan on attending college (. I 64).
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Measurement
Students who struggle within this strand are having

difficulty with solving

a

variety of simple and multi-step problems, using customary and metric units of measure
(including time, money, temperature, and weight) and using both calculations and
estimating measurements.

The 45 students exhibiting shand weakness correlated superior scores to these following

traits

I

2.

J

4

5

Atmosphere:
a. A quiet sounding classroom (.212).
b. Formal design (.193).
Described themselves as:
a. Persistent (.235).
b. Responsible (.266).
They prefer an instructional mode that is:
a. Provides structure (.175).
b. Is not taught in a variety of ways (.197).
c. No auditory (.215).
They prefer:
a. To learn alone (.323).
b. Evening over morning (.337).
c. Not to learn in the late morning(.267).
Personal Indicators:
a. Less siblings living with them at home (.227).
b. Able to study on own accord (.270).
c. Attending more schools since kindergarten (.278).
d. Not being involved in an after school sport (.227).
e. Missing many days of school (.172).
f.
Having a neat and clean locker (.197).
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Weakness Strand
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Grades Last Yr Math

Less
More #'s
Less #'s
Low

Self confidence in math

High
Bad

Parents

Good
Preceived control of grade

# of School attended
# of places lived
Do you like School

M

W

W
W

W

W

W
M
M

W

M

W

W

M

W

M

W

No

Yes
Sfudy on your own

M

No

Yes
More
Less
More
Less

W
W
M

W
W

W

S

W

W

W

w

W

No

M

W

Yes
lnvolved in aftr sch club/sport

W

No

Yes
Instrument

No

Days missed of scvhool

Yes
More
Less

Locker Organized

No

Yes
Parents Care about your r,rrork No
Yes
College someday
No
Yes

M

S

M

S

M

S

M

S

M

W
W

M
M

W

W
S

W

W

W
W

M
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W
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Conclusions / Recommendations
In the end, how does this research impact the professional educator whose primary
mission is to improve test scores for the weakest students? Some very broad based
conclusions can be drawn across the weakest strands; on a whole, students performed
better with: 1) Bright illumination 2) Warm temperature 3) Formal lesson design 4)
Persistence 5) Responsible 6) Consistent Instruction 7) Afternoon instruction 8) Fewer

siblings 9) Having self confidence in mathematics 10) Perceived control over their grade
I

l) Playing a musical instrument

12) Missing fewer day of school 13) Perceived :parents

cared about their grades, and contrary to

logic 14) Attending a larger number of schools

from kindergarten through sixth grade. If both the weakness and full populations are
examined simultaneously, students tended to achieve better with: I ) Persistence, 2)

Having fewer siblings, 3) Having better grades the previous year in math, 4) Having self
confidence, 5) Perceived control over their own grade, 6) Initiate study time on their own',
7) Playing a rnusical instrument, 8) Missing fewer days of school, 9) Having a clean
organized locker, 10) Perceiving that their parents care about how they do in school,
contrary to logic, I

l) Attending

a larger number of schools from kindergarten through

sixth grade. This study also clearly verified weakness strands do occur across all student
categories. Sfudents in gifted education, special education, resource room, inclusive
education, self contained, gender, and ethnicity all exhibited some degrees
mathematical weakness.

of

-86During the interview process it was discovered that a student's preferred learning
style did not always align with their peak performance learning style. In fact, a student

who generally tested bodily kinesthetic, may or may not actually leam best under that
style in every strand. lnstead, it was found that learning styles tended to be strand
dependent; that is, different styles of mathematics aligned with different

ffies of learning

styles; and logically this makes sense. For instance, "spacial Sense and Geometry"
correlated with kinesthetic, "Patterns, Functions and Algebra" correlated with no
kinesthetics.

A correlation never equates causation, but rather instead suggests a starting point
to add validity or strengthen an existing teacher's knowledge base of how to help a
student achieve. For example, significant correlations linked achievement with those
students who: kept a clean locker, felt their parents cared about how they do in school, or

felt they had control over their classroom grade. All of these factors seem to confirm and
subsequently add to a teacher's existing knowledge base; yet in contrast, significant
correlations also linked a waffn temperature, brightly lit classrooms, and attending many

different schools from kindergarten through sixth grade. Even though these may seem
contradictory to common sense, they are also just a starting point, and should never be
independently linked directly to achievement via causation.
Thus, in order to effectively instruct students with varying learning styles, it's
recommended that instructors first identifr their own personal Iearning style preferences.

This f,rndamentally allows the teacher to 1) become increasingly cognizant of their own
personal styles and biases they're projecting within the classroom; and 2) become

-87increasingly flexible, responsive, and adaptive in planning lessons and environmental
modifications that meet students' individual needs- Given the larger class sizes in most
schools today, the variations in students' learning styles and personal characteristics can
be extensive; subsequently,

it becomes increasingly imperative that instructors understand

and instruct via a multifaceted array of learning styles specifically aligned to meet the
needs of the students.

ln doing so, the instructor ensures the best possible academic

achievement for all students.

Applications of the Study
The findings of this research can be readily applied by any educational
professional to effect positive changes in the instructional modality (With cognizant
considerations being made, that correlations never equate causation, only denote
suggestions for instructional modifications, or additions to already existing teacher data.)

For instance, in a given sixth grade classrooffi,

&

table was created categorizing

each students' strand weaknesses, personal learning styles, and individual characteristics.

As each new lesson was planned, a quick glance over to the table allowed the instructor
to quickly alter the style, content, ffid delivery- i.e. auditory, hands on, formal, or relaxed

style. With these newly modified lesson(s), geared specifically to meet the needs of the
lowest achieving students, a new opportunity opened for them to grasp the concepts as
never before. In a classroom where ten students exhibited strand weakness in spacial
sense and another

five demonstrated strand weakness in measurement (both failure

strands, according to the research, preferring: a noisier classrooffi, & formal design,
lessons being taught in a straight forward way, and lots of hands on activities) subsequent

-88lessons were designed with a series of hands-on open ended labs, which included: a more

formal lesson design, taught in a straight forward way, partner work, group work, and
more social noise filled atmosphere. As always, careful considerations must always be
given when conflicting preferences arise, an#or the wishes of the full student population

conflict.
From discussions sulrounding this study: sfudent, parent/guardian, teacher, ffid
administrator voices have yielded many changes. For example, ffiffiy students openly
expressed their "gut feelings" as to why the correlations might be as they are, and how

they might improve their own test scores and strand performance. Ron said, o'The

corelation between achievement and feeling in control of your own grade is a'no-

brainer'. When I get progress reports showing how each assignment affects my grade, I
feel in control, and I try to get the grade I want, which is naturally an

A+", Salli

said,

"Having a quiet classroom to work in allows me concentrate and work harder- makes
sense to

me". Zak, Kate, Morty,

students; but rather,

and

Lori all said,

'oParents and teachers never motivate

it's when students decide to learn is when they learn - period". Many

said the correlations between temperature and achievement was simply because, "your

classroom is too cold during the winter". Jan, Fran, Sid, Don and Todd all said, " no
correlations existed between a desire to attend college and achievement, because who
cares about college yet-

we're only in middle school" Greg, Yin, Hank, Sindy, Betty,

June, and Carl all said, "The correlation between achievement and missing days of school
is

just dumb- why? If you miss a lot of school- you'll do bad, if you're in school a lot -

you'll do well - sounds simple enough to me". Many others concluded, that playing

a

-89musical instrument forced them to practice everyduy; and being that their
parent/guardians are paying for the instrument, practice became a serious priority in every

subject. Others expressed, that when their parents/guardians actually took an active
interest in their school work, th*y felt important and it motivated them to try even harder.

Mat y students also applauded after seeing their results of their learning style test saying,

"that's exactly me", "that's exactly what I like and don't like", and "I'm showing this to
my parents tonight". Yet most of all, students expressed many preconceived notions or
prejudices such as, "duh, boys/girls always do better than girls/boys in math".
Fundamentally, it's all of the discussions that continue to emanate from the study that
have become the real outcomes, and subsequently far outweigh the correlational data

alone. It allows teachers to rethink their lesson plans and delivery, parents to rethink their
role and contribution to their child's education, and educational administrators to rethink
their educational systems.
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Recommendations for Further Research
I

)

To complete a more extensive study on a larger scale encompassing multiple

schools with heterogeneous student populations. Fundamentally, this study was narrow
and limited, in scope. It was contained within one school, and one grade

level. Because

of the initial homogeneity of the population, results may have been unknowingly skewed.

A large, more diverse, and encompassing sfudy should be conducted at a later

2)

date.

To conduct further research across upper elementary grades and into high school,

utilizing this same approach to reveal the overlooked students. To identifu them, ffid
build up their weakness strand allows them to grow even more.

3)

To expand the classroom survey to include a more extensive set of questions; this

may further assist the discovery of significant correlations between achievement and

individual strand weaknesses, especially

as they relate

to student perceptions.
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Self - Reflection
Introduction
As I reflect upon the process by which I arrived at my masters thesis topic: "An

Investigation Of The Relationships Between Learning Styles, Individual
Characteristics, and Mathematical Strand Weaknesses.", I'm reminded about the
value of being a reflective practitioner. It's because of this process, that as an educator,

I'm able to continually improve

and upgrade my curricular design and delivery on an

ongoing basis. As I look back upon my 12+ years of teaching, I find the recently passed

legislation linking standard ized,testing to public education finance has made some truly
unique impacts upon the educational landscape- Over the course of the next few pages, I

will explore the impacts of testing, the concerns with it, howhas it lead to mythesis
topic.
In the past few years, a new systemic and all consuming mantra has overtaken the
chorus in education - "Raise standardized test scores!". Like countless other schools and
school systems across the nation, the current mathematical scores within my system are

just not the ideal. It seems that over the past eight years, the levels of achievement have
become frozen within a static passing band of 80-95%. Why is

this? Our highly trained

and effective teachers are doing everything possible to provide quality lessons that

incorporate every aspect of an effective teaching model. Yet, this seems ineffective at
changing our static test scores. So why do five to twenty percent of the student

population continue to ineffectively grasp the essential concepts necessary to pass the
test? Likewise, why do some students seem to pass overall, but

fail to achieve on certain

-92segments; and

still others, seem to fail overall, but pass ceratin segments of the test.

(weakness strands)? Since students' achievement scores are nothing more than a mean

calculation of the seven separate strands of mathematics that make up the test; how are

individual strand failures / successes affecting our overall aggregate test score? Are these
the limiting factors that over-shadow our true test score potential? What can I, as a
teacher, do to alter my lesson plan, design, and delivery to more effectively impact test
score change?

Concerned with my classroom performance, I began to engaged in extensive

collegial discussions, and conduct preliminary research into the existing tearning style /
academic studies. I found that ever since Jung and Freud's initial observations, a wide
spectrum of studies have concluded significant linkages do in fact exist between multiple

variations in learning style preferences, individual characteristics, and academic
achievement. Moreover, most of the papers, if found, exhibited considerable overlap in
both terminology and methodology, but yet generally agreed that curriculum and

instructional strategies should be adopted to accofilmodate the individual differences.
Surprisingly, the vast majority of studies chose to define academic success in the broadest
sense. Yet, what is success?, I asked

myself.

with two parts may score rc}ah in one a.rea

For example, a student taking an exam

and,40Yo

in another, statistically it could be

concluded the student passed with a mean of 70Yo- Fundamentally, broad based
achievement is really nothing more than a grey scale spectrum. Despite this, and the
obvious vast differences in learning style operational definitions and interpretations
accomplishment, the predictive linkages with academic achievement are conclusive.

of

-93Author after author using: diverse inventories, various silmple characteristics,
multifaceted assessments, and a cornucopia of methodologies, concluded some factor of
linkage to achievement does in fact exist.
As Dunn (1989) explains, "everyone has learning styles and personal preferences
that are the direct result of many influences. Many leaming styles are biological,
whereas others are developed through experience; and to suggest that children

should adapt to their teachers' style is to disregard biological nature. Moreover,
when permitted to learn difficult academic information or skills through their

identified preferences, children tend to achieve statistically higher test and attitude
scores than when instruction is dissonant with their preferences" (Dunn 1989 p.

s6).

I thought to myself, if the variables could be improved upon and the methodology
honed, a possible linkage might be attained in regards to weaknesses? rather than
academic achievement. Thus, the time had come, I
area

of rnathematics:

strands do students

strand weakness at the middle

felt, to conduct

research in a specific

level. What specific mathematical

fail in, and can these be linked to a personal predictor trait(s)? To

rurderstand this, is to equip the instructor with the tools necessary to effectively target an

individual's learning problem early, and thus eliminate the need for remediation and
retention. Thus, the thrust of my proposed study would be to radically reexamine the
issue from the other end; that is, academic weakness in the narrowest of the sense

(mathematical strands), rather than from the kaditional view of broad based achievement
levels.

-94As I began to select questions for my survey, I reminded myself that for many
students school is the only safe, happy, and stable place for

them. Some come with no

breakfast, so we feed them. Some come with dirry clothes, so we provide clean ones.
Some come from chaos, and we provide consistency. Schools teach: morals, values,

ethics, civics, life skills, tolerance, acceptance; along with math, science, history, reading,

writing, music, fine arts, sewing, mechanics, tech ed, etc... All of these factors are valid,
yet I wanted to select questions that could be applied generically across a multitude

of

settings, and could be applied year after year. After considerable discussion and
research, I decided on the Dunn, Dunn, and Price Learning Style assessment, a widely
used and statistically proven tool, and a set of sixteen custom designed questions that

could confirm or refute some of those basic questions many teachers have concerning
academic connections.

As I began to conduct student interviews and testing, I found that some students
answered exactly how I predicted they would, and some completely surprised me.

Likewise, some correlations made sense and fit exactly the predictions: For example, A
sfudent feeling in control of one's own grade, keeping a clean locker, or playing a

musical instrument all correlated with better test scores. Whereas, others seemed quite
contradictory to common sense, such as: attending a larger number of different schools
since kindergarten, or with not wanted attending college someday. I also found, some

students' preferred learning styles were not necessarily the 'best' academically for the
them.
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In conclusion, the data resoundirsly verifies that all students, no matter race,
gender, special educatiolt, or gifted education, all can experience strand weakness in

mathematics; and by understanding that some mathematical strands lend themselves to
certain learning preferences and personal characteristics, fundamentally empowers the

instructor to effectively design curriculum and environmental conditions that foster the
maximum learning potential.
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As part of my ma*ers thcsis, I'm expluing fie sonftections betwten how a student lsarns best and their
t"-enkest strurnd+ in mathematic-t. f Slranrls I I ] Numher Sense. 2) F-stimalion and Computation, 3) Pattern-s, Functions &
Algebra.4) Ceomrtry and Spacial Sense. 5) hlcasurcmcnt, 6) Data Analysis, $tatistics and Prohability, ?) Problenr
solving rcasoning] If it can be delineated, for examplc" those students who htve problems with shape spmc and
mcasurcmcnt also share s conlmon prcferencc for visual end mobiliryl then it really empowers the instruclor to build in
success through alteratiuns in truth lrsxrn design und drlivcryI would likc your perrnission, to allorr vour studenl to tske r J0 nrinute long nrultiple choice l,earning Sty'le
Inventory during their mathematics class- 'l'his test is heinE of&rcd tg all ' a+tl o,nlv- leAm 6c stqdcn in conneclion
wit"h rny rrnsleF, thcsis. TIre Leanrin6 StylE !ilyentffy itself sornes frolu a mtisnally nrrortncd lcanrirrg corrrpar!\';
Llunn, lJunn and Price. 'lJrc rcsults *ould he trscd in lhree ways, First, conlidentiality- I rviil rrmovc all namcs afld
replac* tlrcrn *ith mndomly tssigrrcd rumbrrs for use in nay mastcrs thcsis; Sccond- You thc Parcnt/Cuardian rvill
rece ive a t'ull antl complete copy of the tsrt rcsults I'or your individtral student. l.hird. fcam 6c 'I-eaclrers- will uss the
results to help y<rr+r st*di:rd succ+e<i" Note; Tfte full crnl of the registratioil flnd testing is being cowre.d hy- me, in
soilnectisn wirh m-y mester$ thcsis; nnd is in no way connectrrJ $.ilh the cvahmtiorrs artorIlll
Whether yrru choosc to be e part or nst, it lryill in no way afile*t lour child-s grades or rlanding iDilIl
All
resulls will bu kcAl uonfidwtLrl, anrl will bc dcrlruyed by June 20th, 2005. Morcover, the results rvill sol bc added to
your child's school recsr#file, By allowing -vour studenl to par{icipale in this multiple choice 30 minute inventory you
will rcceive a full prot'ile of horv your studcnl learns best, and under *'hat condition{see above paragraph)
Thank you.
-'Please-Return -hy-Jmuary - I 4th-2005--I have rerd the abovr informalion and cho+se to:
Allow
to tske the l.earning Style Inventm-v
Not Allow
to ta*c lhe I-.ennring Style I nventrrry

Students

Partnt Gusnlian's signaturr

[]atc

Questions {)r concems please feel fres to conlact E}+. or my rna$ters advis+r at Augsburg College.

t.odn tluzav

Susan O'Connor

*

612.ll0.l.l9{
r-ruil; t t*r n;ri+ r 'I .I1.J\riitrt ,.'rii
fm.6l2JlS.l6{9
]lls t, t.aHffi
auarl>*g t'ofl.€r F-'rhmtim Llpunot
J2ll EitmidcAvmr
Irlinmpoli*. ttli 5{ -{1
I'tlons

,.t,'".-r,*i.E

-q

,ri;.*:j;,,rlrtlrt]i]]',l:iil']],,i,].'G.iiirlir,i:ll,i]!i]:i.ii:'i1,1:.:.;-i,.l,]-'i.-{i
Ir

-

.,i,i

.rr,,lL x ill l1 p.'ir r:ir,i;;r :,:.1 !r'an.Lir'i,rrr]Jl

r.iil::ii

lrri:r. :.rr: ,:t lri, l[:,i

i,1
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Appendix t)
Subject Follow Up / Thank You

lhnctpcJ

il,Iiddle School

Irmrrpotr

hincipl
.rtEsistant Pnrrcipnl

lnkrn

Dear Faffirt/Cuardian of a Tcam 6C studcnt,

4/4i05

-fhis
Thank you agai4 foralla*,ing tr'our srudrxrt to lakc o 30 minute long rnultiple choice Leonring Style Inventrrry.
in connection rvith my mflsl€rs tfiesis. {l'm crploring rhc {onnrrcrions bus'rr-n
flll . End p y
a stud+:rn lcanrs h*E ad fieir w*altrf sFmdr in mnlherftsli.$- r*jf*nr]s I l) Nu.mbcr lisrss. l] Iisrimrtion urd Cor4nrtflinn ]] Pancrrq l:unctions &

test was offorsd to
horrr

Alpchra, 4) Ccnnrerr,.&rld Sprcial Srnse, 5) Mere.*rruncnr- 6) Drta Annlysis. Stmistics i*xl Prftahility, 7) Pnrhlem vrlting rcaumingl

ltit

can bc

thcn il rcally r:nlpor,rrlrs thr. iru{n:$or to huild in slrc,:css rhflrrgh ahLr.uitrns in h$th }eswn dcsign fflul detivoy^}.

'llre [-*aming Style Inventory iself conre frum a natiorally renorl'ucd leaming cornpary: Dunn. Dunrt and Prict.
Ths rcsults lvitl be utcd in three ways. Iirsl confr'dentiality- I'vc r*.-movrxl all tht nurnes und replaced them with randornly
a-ssigncd nurnbers tbr rse in lny tnastcrs thq;is; S+'corrd- You the Parcnt/Cuardian are rrceiving (attashed) a full and conrplete
copy of th+ test results ltr 1,611, individual snrdent Note; The lull cost of the rrgisrration and testing rvas covercd by me, in

connection*ithmy[fla5tsrStherils;a$disin*oxayrunncctedwithrhe*rulu.t].,nsffii}ris*il|in

no$.aynt}L'ct-l.ouieh{ltl.sgradesorsl,rrrldinginf,Allresultsareheingkcptconf,ldcntial.andrvillbedestro,r.edhy
June 2dn. 2005. tvlorcovcr, the rssults

will tgl

bc

aflilffi to your child's school rocord/file- Atr*chod vou rvill

profile of unds what qrndi{io!}s your rrrO"ni ieams

Iin,J a tirll

hesn.

'l'hank you again.
Questions or concerrs pleae fecl tiee to crrntact nre-

rroil
sf,lxxrl

Tle l-earningStyle lnwnrory{LSli tDunn. t}unn& Pricc, I975. t978. 19S4. 19t6, 1987, 1989. 1990. !996)wasrhe first conrprehcnsire
apprcach lo llt aisestment of m individual's learning stylc in grsdc$ ] thmugh I2- This instrumffrt is arl important and usrful firsr step
toward idcntifoing thc co*ditions urxlcr rvhich an indivi<hrol is most likely to lcmn. rcmcmbrr. and echicvc. Carefirl *nalysis of thc
sludsnt'$ L$l dala idenlifies th(}le elemErls lhat are crfiical lo an indiviJual's learning. Further- th€ iflstrumeflt Eids in ldrrxirying the rylr
of environmctrl insrrudiofial activitits, social grouping{$}, afld motivsing frctors that rrarimizc pcrsonal achicv+nrcnt,
Sincs each indiviilual's leming slyle ir based rm r cornphx se: rrf rractions lo yaried stimuli, fr,"clingr and preuiously established pauems
lend to be repeated uhen tfie persori concentrsl*, thr wor& $irrh lam, ruad, *ritq and concentrate am used inlerchangeabll,
thmughout thc l4vertory, End it b Dot rrcL:cssary f-or the rcspondern lo diffuerrtiatf, among lhrir nrcminBr,. Comparisors of arrewcrs lo
quesiom that include ths,e rrrxds, and to others ltlat soem to ask $rc same thing in raried waye, confibute lo dte accunry o[ the studcnt'$

Ihd

ourmll pmfil+
Ths Invc$try dots not rnetsure r:ndcrlying p+ychological ladcrs, valoe syrlcrns, or the qrnlity of adrudcs^ Rather, it yickJs information
ll sumrnari:aes the errvironrneiltal. fiiotiorlirl, sociological, and physical

corrcerned with the pauems th"o.rgh rthich leaming occurs.
prefcrerrces a $tu{funt has flrrr lcamrng. nu rvhy they exist

f innlly, thc lnvcntrxT drlcs ntlt a-ttcss thc fincr arFlcti of m individuat's sLills, such as the abilirl to oullinc proccdurcs, org,ani.z.c, clas.tify,
ur analyrc n€$ lnsterial, Agafu; it evidetrcts horf studrnt3 prefrr h leam, I}ot t]rc skills they use lo hqrD.

L NOISI Le,VEl-. --- Quiet or $ourd" $onrc pcople need quiet when thry are leaming, while otlrrs mriir,e rwhlxr roise or mov{mcnr
onct lhey begin to concenhale: lhey can "blo+k out" sourrd Some pcoplc need sourrd: they invariably turn on a radirr. stereo. or tslevision
whtr*rerthey

shrdy ar a sctern agtinst ranrlom noise disrractinns.

l. Ll$lff. -- l-o* or llrig.ht. Some

prople trork best rrndct rnry hriglrt light whereas others need

A-5
*tlrint"

*

Curl or Warm- Mnny $udeilts can't
il. TEMPERATLIRF.some conrcrtratc better in eithcr a w6rm or cool envirunmcrrt-

when they fuel txrt aad othss can't "think* when lhrry

kel

r:old;

d" DESICN.
Inlormal or Foftnel. Many students think best in a fornrnl environmenl seated on wo<xlen. steel, tr plantic +h*irs likc those
found in convcntional cl:rrsnx.rrrni, a library, ar a hitrhen. However. sonrc lcarn b+tter in an ilrfsnnal cnvironnrcnt - on a lounge chair. a
bed, ilr€ fioor, pillo$'s, sr oE carpstring.

-.

5.

UNMQTIVATEDSELf MOIIVA]I:D.

*

Self Motivatirn is the

'Ihis

d*irt

rlEmerll involvw a pcrson's
6. NO.f Pb.I{SISTEN r/PERSISTEI.iT.
intcrmitterfl *breaks" and rcrum h assignrnents or barning activities later.

-

to schicvr: amrlemicai$, to please ones+lf.

irclinuion either lo comphte

tasks thEl are hegun

rr

lo tale

?. NOT RESPONSIBLE/RESPONSIIII,E, *" This elemeot involves students' desirr lo do what they thir* they ought to do. In schrrrls,
respomibllity often is rslmed to conformity or follouing firoug"h on w}al a leather askE rturJcnts m do. Strdmts with low responsihilit;"
scrxcs usully arc norconfarming; thcy rlo not lihc to do rcmething be*aus+ someffire aslis thcm to.
'l-his clcmcnt inwlvcs o studrmt's prefcrencc for sp+cific dirtctions or
8. STRUCIURE. -.. Wantr or Drus Not Wnnt Siructurc,
explanslion$ pri.or to undutaking or conrplaing an assignment rersus lhe stud{nl's prrfercnce for doing an assignmcnt hishcr way.

Al,ONlyl'fiER.ORltN'fED I.EAIiNHR. - Sorne individuals Frfrr to sturly hy thcmsclws while o,thcrs prcfcr to lcurn
with r fricgl or coltrcgur: in the latter situalion, disorrsion and interadion facilitatp learning Sumgnimc* stud+nts pelv to study atone hs
in closr proximiry to other*. 'Ihe facror analyris d*s nor diffr,rcnthtr sfirorg fhusr. inrlivi<luals who rvtnl lo lcarn with just one other
pcrcsn or whh srvrrsl individuals,
9. LEARNING

10.

AUTIIORITY FICURES PRESINI. -_ Somc pcople

H

bettcr or nrore comlbrlohle whrn f,orne{rne u,ith authority or re.cognirrd

special knowledgE is prs-.'snt.

II.PREFEBSI-FIARNINGtNSEVERALWAYS.,.-Thiselcmenthasaltcrn;rlernranings.hsugg*strlh{tlh€lxrv}nmavlcomcasil,'"
alone and also with ath+r peoplc prr:umt {u,ith pcws. with m author ily" or in any comb;nation} or lhal tln persut needs varlst}', as opp+5cd
lo ruulines.
12,

AIJDIIORY pREFERENCES.

instnrction such

as

*

This percrpual area dtscribrt people who r-an leilrn b€$l $'htn initiall.v" lislening to vertrsl

o leclure, discussion, or tec.urding

ll. VISUAL PRIiFERF.NCE,S. -- A lelrner whos+ primarl perccprxl strength is visual can recall what ha,s b+en reod or ob*rvod; such
p€aple, whsa a*ed for inforrnution frum printurl tr rliiryramrnalic rnalrrial, ollcu r:an clt** ilrir rye; aml visu*lly rsc{ll what t}rt:y have
read qr seen trorlirr.
,4. 'l AC
and ketp

lllll

thir

*

PREIjENUNCHS.
Strdcnts silh Lactilc pc'rcr,lrual srrsnglhs necd to undcrlinp as lhey rel,d, lake notlrs yvhcn
hands busy particularly if they also havc low arditrry $ility.

ficy lislcrl

15. KlNtrSl'tlliTltl FREFEI{ENCES.
l,camrrs with kinesthctic prrferenccs mquirt uhole-hod-r rnorement andlor rcal-life cxpcrieneer
to absrorb and retain m.aterial to be l*urfi'ed. These leamers lcarn most easily x'hen they arc totall;' involved..,\ctins plryprtr], and drama
arr sxr;elletlt exanrplcs of ki*esthetic learning; othcr examplu include huilding, desigrring viriting iutervie*i16" and playing-

-

I6. RllQUlR[.S INI'AK|I. .-- This ar.et <kscribrs those sludcnts who oft*n ear, drinL, chc!r'. or
l$ tlloce who pretir lto intake until after they hate linished sndying.

hiu

objects

r{rilc conrxntrating

as opp'o*-rJ

17. FLTNCTIONS IIEST IN EYIININGItu{ORNINC.
Th€s€ are nro of the lour"rime-ofday prefcr enctr*. Eveniry ard Morning re on
s conlfutuum; if a score fhlls below 40. the studcul (rild5 to ba m evening pers$n; il'the.srore is ahovr 60, the studcrt ffiort prefem ttr ham
in lhe early nrrrning.

-

18.

tltlNCTlONS IIFST lN LATF. MORNINfi.

*

'Ihc encrg,r curvc firr thesr studrnts ir highrst in thc

lare

nronring {amund lO:{X} am.)

and thcy pref+r lo learn rluring lhe lat* mr*ning.

ls. FUNCTIONS III:ST lN AFTF.RNCX,]N.
during the afternrxrn.

-'l'he

rnl'rg]i curve lirr th+sc stud*nts is highrst in th+ alienlorrn iurd ttre,r'pr*f'er tn lcanr

MOtIlt,ITY. * llow still mn the pers+n srt snd for hu* lorrg? $omc pcoplc nc.cd frcqrrnt *brcaks" and must rnorrc about thc
insructinnal enviroflr$efit- Otherr can sit for hours whiie engagcd rn lcaming particularly if thel'an: inlcreslerl in thr task.

20.

I1. PARENT FISL,RE MOTlYAl"t1D, . Tlrcsc indivlluals waot to achiere
will tre prrud of tlreir mcomplishmenn

to plcase their parents or parent figurcr"

fi*1' otlcn cornpletc

tasks becausr a lhmily melrbrr
12. 'I'HACHEft

their effons.

MOTIVAI'ED.

-

'llre$E individuqls want to harn and conplcte assignmmts bemusr lheir temhcr*

witl

be pleascd with

A4

Appendix E
Dunn, Dunn

& Price Learning Style Inventory

Learnin g Style Inventory
Inrlivirlual Prolils

ruu*t,f

Yerr of llirth:

{iroup l{umberr

flate;

Gradcr

Scx:

2/3,'?0OS

Group Identificntion:

6

Identifirulion: ?f]01

oAK vrr:w xs

021

I'Ialrr

Spccial Code;

Prefercucr Summrrl"
Su*dard ?0

]uLl{

.10

_?t)

SCOrc

NOIfiE

LEVET- *

'fElvlPERA'l-URfi

*

*

4_1

.}l

*

*s

I-orv

,

:

Prefers U{arm

L)LsJUN

l'reftrs Form;rl

JUOTI\IAT'ION

IIiglr

rr.Rsls"IEH'r

It t: SPON SIIJ

LE(C()

N

Fr-)ltill INC

i

STRIJCTLIRE

)l

I

Prefrrs Sorrnrj

i

'Pref,erc

l5

AImc *.

I

li-eh

AI"()j'{E/PEITRS
Wants I\cscnt

ATJ+HORT'TY FIGTIft.ES

45

- -

aa

--crUFE
., '.-,,1

l3

lJocs Nol Prcfr"r

b0

--

Does Not

,

15

60

lhcfer
Not ltrfer

Does Not

t6

Do*s

..

---_-_-_-!-*-

I

''rA-ciit*KINESI'HF-TIC

*

iN'r,t(E-.IIN,1

OTI

t}AY

Prcltrr Morning
Prclerr

18

l,

erruR:+oDru

Dnes

*

Nrf.r)s Ii{t)BIt.tIY
Lor+'
Lor+'

Consisttncy;

lt)0

PI\RENT MOII!'ATED

-'EFAFlilt r-,lnrrv,iTr n ---.

tt

Profile

Filct S1:lmrr. Lnc. Bor lElfi, l-lsrrr:;c.l(S 6.10{+-1.118. I'SA i?lr5}X.l j-189:
rrw lorrrngrtr lc com

Number:

l.t
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l.

I like ro rnake m) Fpl+nts hflfpy
bygettilrgEl$odgra{re$,.
-1. I lihe itudyirrg q,irh lors rrf li*elt..

I]
It

_1.

I

6.

-

1.

I

I

{r.

I

It).

I
I

-r

I

I

I
T

....i-,ii

.....-.-r rr !; .r :i
....-,.: ' t: : ::.:,
Iritudyhcarutirtlblcord€rk.. .-.--,:rr:r ii i ::::
llh*n I rturly I like !o si! on a Hlft
.' ,t.
chair or couch,. .
. - . :.., '.' tj
t{} :it$d1 rr, ilh une or two lricnds.- . I like to rlo *ell in sc}tlxrl".
I urually' [+el rnore comfonabk in tuarm
l,vcal]rsr dran I do irr c$ol u'eirtlrcr, . . .. . .

**lrtrrrlrr,oth-

I

?7.
2ts.

31,

y).
33.
3-1-

,,,,-.::
ol'me,. . " . . , ,

t.t. I like nraking rnl teficher pro$d
16. I srud_r. be*t u,her th+ light.r sre not ioo briglu..
l?. \tr'hrrr I really har,c a lot uf t tudying

tr"rdrrllikct$workalone... ....,-,

t8- I da not like to ear, drinli. orche*" rxr

orlthi$g*hilestudying

}r,
3-5.

36.

.

_17.

.::

3E-

:l

1q
.to,

..., i

!2. I thinkbctterwhen Ieat*'hilu Irtudy..

I

i\

41.
iJ

;j

42.
43.
'+,t.

.::'

". ...,:

.

.,

. : .i

?6. IremernhcrthingshestrvbEDlrrudl.

]I,

ll.

I

r

al

tl]y lichool $o*, .
2'1" lotiennihblrons$mrthingflslstudy.
25, Lt"s h:rd for Trrt to liit in one placc

l.

II

:

';ir tl

Othcr thingr ilrc nl(rrs imprrlant ro mr
thrn rny s+tlg:rl rc'rrt.
I irrrr ublt turitxJ] bcst irr lhcrnorninp,.,,... r;
l]" I oftr:n hRv* tmuhl* finirhing thingr+ I strcxrld do.. . .
14. I havelo he rernintled tllen hr do nry
I

t9, I like to sit in a stnlighl rhrir u{ren
I *rudy..
?0. Sornetines I li[* lu *trxly a]orw and
s$metirrres with friends.
2r. I rrrrrenrlx:r things hetrer r+'llen I re&d, rather
Ilmrr,*h++r{rner)rlett"llr nrethcrtr.. ... .. ...

I

': ri
i : .: .:
1.

leech€rEive$fteanassigDment
Ithinlibertwhenllrrl warm..

8. I iihe

Z

n
I

1,.,.

:
,!

thcmtirstthlnginth+mrxning-,
llitet('lcilmbyralkingwithFrople.
I hardly tuer t'ini*h all rny work..
I prfilrr to rlo nry 51r-*r*ork in the ui:lernoon.

r.,

:::
ii'

ii

r+ally ,Jon't cilre mljch fcrr school..
t like tu ter"'l whilt I ltrrfi inside of rne. . . " . . .
IrL is h*r,J ftlr ffig to lhiilh g,hefl drcrp is Roi:cc,. .
I tite to lc'.m -\om$hint oe$ hy talking
rather lhan rr'fldin8 about lL.
Ar honre I urualiy $Iudy undera $hrded
lamp xhile rhc re$r of rhe rqlrn is dim.. . , . . . .
I re*lly likrr ltr do e rrperimellls, , . ,
I usuallv l'eel mr:rc rcmltrrtcble in cool
wralftcr tian tr do in warm u,ea*ErWhen I do uell in rchool. grorrrn-ups irr
my family arc proud of mc,. .
It ic lurd fs{ me !o br nrorlrucd ro do my *rh{i(.i rtrrl.
I think ber* **hen I frel r{xil.. . I lihe to rel*r nn nrgrt cnrpr*.$, a couch.
a wft u{nrir. ur u bcd wlrcn I rtudy,
It is imprnalt l'tx mc to pici*{. lrty tcachf,r
uh*n I rltr fiy :r('ho{)l 1rr0rl,.. .
I rrrnrnrh:r'tr: dr: rrhal I ant rold.
I lmrn hcner by reading th,rn h1, talking. . . .
Bukgrourd noiscs or +ound doe$ n+t
lruthcr fire wherr Idrr tnl rult+r<)l worlt- ". - - . . -

t,.

n

T

,

ir

1

t:

,..

n

'::.i

r

jl

l;:.

li

i

:,

,1

.i-:.

,
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.{5.

I am happy r,r'lrrn I grl gixxl gratltr"
46. I like to lesrn rnost hy buikling. mating or doing things.. - . - .
47" I usually linish my honte*trk.
,18. If I could go t{, riclrx}l anytime rtruring thr dry'. I wnrld rhoose ro go in thr eorly morning- .l{}. I havt to be rernindcd s*ver.rl tirues lo do rrry s,rh'xrl wor-k.
50. Ir is harder for me ro gct rhings don* in rhe larc nromfug fampand ro thr aliEmoon
51. It is r.r.iy l'or mc lo rcmsmber rrhlt I lcrrn when I feel it inside nf mc. .
52. I like to be told ertrtly $/hat to do. . . . .
c1 My p:uentr are interc*terJ in how I do in richrxrl-.
-54. I like nry teaclr+r to cheth m.v rshrrrl rrrvrk- .
5_a- I enirry leurnirtg h1'goittg places.,
56. tfr.hen I really hirre a lut of rtudyin-t to do I ljke to tvrrrk alolc.. 5i. Somelirnes I like to lcarn alone. rsffictime$ ruith r friend. or $onretimc$ with u dult. .
58- I can +tt in one place t-or o long time., . ,
{q I canntl Efl inlmllited in nty schrxrl wrtrk- .
60. I really like to draw. color. rr trase things.
61. I remcnrbcr the things I hrrar bcttt'r than when I ruad {rhout them- .
6?. I rcmctnbcr thirrgs hes{ u'hcn I rtudy theni in the rflmm€on63. No one rtally c;rres il'l do u,sll in sshrxll..
H, I re+lly likr tr-r shiipe nnd rnalie things wirh nry hmds.
65, When I rtuely I likc- krts rrlbright light. . 66. I like to eat. drink, or cleu tx sorn(thing while I uudyt) i. Whcn I rciill_v hrn'e r lrrt of riturlying to do I likc lt rvork rvith a group of fricnds.. . . .
s[. \!'hep il's *,enrr +utside I lihe to go out. .
f)9. I rrmemhcr thiup bcst whcn I itrrdy thenr early i* the nrorning
70. I c$n sit in one plare l-or a loag timr.. . .
71, I otkn t'uget to do <rr linish my honrcwork,
7:. I like to rnalc thinEs with niy hand.s a-r I learn.
?_:
I tan think hcst in thc er',:ninu.
?.1. I like m hrr trrld horv and what to do txfore I frcgin nry hornewort,
''( I ;rnr nrrxl lrrale uounrJ l0:(l(l in lhc ittrning.
76. 1'he things I like doing he.'it irr s{hrr$l I qrr with l-ris*d*-.
I like adrlts nearhy rlhen I study.
78. My tamily \sants me tn get Eo(d gradrs.?9. [,ate nrornfutg is the hrst linre l"or rnc to .r]udy^
EO, I like to h:arn mtrrl hy building, makirrg ur rloing rhirgs. .
8t. I oftr-"n want Io start somerhing ar.*'rilther than finish ivhlt I'r,E stilrtcd,
82. I heep ftrgetting to do the rhing+ I harc hwrn tuld to iJu.
B-r. I like to b+ abh lc .uovc arrr.l exgxricnce rhs Inr:tinu alul thr;' fet'l of tr,h*t I sturly. "
8-1. lYhen I reirlly har'e a lnl of str.ldying tr rln I like to rvnrk rvith two ltiends.
8-{ I likc ro lcurn lhnrugh rerrl erpericnr'sl.. . . .
86, lf I could go tu scho+l anydmc during rhr. tlny. I woulrl chr>oa+ to go in thc early iltoming
8l I like to har.c an ailult nearhl'whcn I drr rnv schrxrl *,orli. . .
8t. I ccn bloL-h out filost sound *hcn I srurly,
efl
lf I hal'e $omElbing rtrw Io learn, I uoukl mther rcad than mtk with somronc ro lcarn ahour il.. . - .
90. I trudy lest around ]t]:00 in thc rnoming
{}l I like q:htxrl nrrsl ul'the tirrre.
cl1 I rernsmtler things-betrer wltn purple tell thtrn tu rne rcB.hrr
lhalt 11,hsn I rcitd oh$ur lhe"m.. . . . . . .
91. I oftcn trt sorruthing whilc t rturly..
9t{. I enjny heing with fri*ndri uh*n I -+turly"
95. h's hard t'tr mc to sit in onc pl*cr fer r long rinrc,
96. I remcrnbcr thinBr hcst rvhen I study rhem bet'rrr,etening. .
9-1. I think my terch+r u,amtli me trl get Soo{I grades..
9E. I likp m do rhlngs wklr irdulrs.
99 I really likr to huikl things. .
t00, I can study b+$l in rlrc afiernooo
tol. Sirund hrxhclr nrc *hcn t anr rnrtiyirtg,. , .
I0l. \theo I malll hur.e a ltrl trf studying trr rJr.r I like to study rvith trie*Js.
lO-?. When I can. I rjo m1' lxrmgrr,1r1ft in thtafternr;on., .., ., .,,,,
1(}1. I ltre tt: lelrn lurv lhing$.
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Appendix F
Classroom Learning Survey
Gendert

Male / Female

How many brothers and sisters do you have?

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,',1,8,9,10, I l, I 2, I 3, I 4, I 5+

Single, dual, or more than two parenVguardian

Single / Dual i More than two

household?
Grades in math- last year? (High, Med, Low)

High/Med/Low

Do you feel you're good/bad at math?

Good

Do you feel you have conhol ofyour grade?

Yes / No

Do you study on your own, without anyone

Yes

i Bad

/No

asking you to do so?

How many different schools have you attended

0,1,2.,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, I l, I 2, I 3, I 4, I 5+

since kindergarten?

How many differsnt places have you lived in
your lifetime?

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, I 0, I l, 1 2, 1 3, 14, I 5+

Do you like school?

Yes

i No

Are you involved in any after school activity,

Yes

/No

club or sport?

Do you play an inskumenVsing at school?

Yes / No

How many days did you miss school last year?

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,1A,1
l'7,18,19,20,21+

Is your locker organized?

Yes / No

Do your parent/guardians care how you do in

Yes / No

school?

Do you want to go to college someday?

Yes / No

l,l2,l

3,1 4,1 5,1 6,
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